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An electric power steering apparatus includes a first torque 
calculating unit for calculating a first torque command based 
on a steering torque detected by the steering torque detecting 
unit, a second torque command calculating unit for calculat 
ing a second torque command based on the wheel rotation 
speed, an emergency switching unit for outputting the second 
torque command instead of the first torque command when 
error of the rotation torque is detected, a wheel rotation speed 
error detecting unit for detecting an error of the wheel rotation 
speed based at least on the wheel rotation speed, the steering 
torque in a normal state and the motor rotation information, 
and an emergency command limiting unit for liming the 
second torque command when normal and the motor rotation 
information, and where error of the wheel rotation speed is 
detected, when the second torque command is selected by the 
emergency switching unit. 
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ELECTRIC POWER STEERINGAPPARATUS 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0001. The present invention relates to an electric power 
steering apparatus including a torque command calculating 
unit to calculate a torque command based at least on a steering 
torque, an electric motor to generate a steering assist force 
applied to a steering mechanism, and a motor control unit to 
control the electric motor based on the torque command. 

BACKGROUND ART 

0002 Conventionally, it has been prevailed as a steering 
apparatus an electric power steering apparatus Supplying a 
steering assist force to a steering mechanism by driving an 
electric motor according to a steering torque steered by a 
driver who steers a driving wheel as a steering device. 
0003. In the electric power steering apparatus of this kind, 
with the increase in size of a vehicle in which the apparatus is 
mounted, a trend toward a higher output of the electric power 
steering apparatus has been progressed, which accelerates 
necessity of a larger current as a moor torque increases. 
0004 As shown above, with the higher output of the power 
Steering apparatus, a steering torque necessary during manual 
steering will increase under conditions where the electric 
power steering apparatus is stopped. This creates difficulty in 
the steering. 
0005 Traditionally, in the event an error of the steering 
torque sensor or the like occurs, the electric power steering 
apparatus is stopped its operation to make Sure of safety. In 
this situation, the steering torque necessary for manual steer 
ing becomes too large to make steering difficult. Even when 
the error of the steering torque sensor occurs, there is a need 
for continuous generation of a steering assist force by drive 
controlling the electric motor. 
0006 For this reason, when the error of the steering torque 
sensor occurs, it is known so far that an electric power steering 
apparatus in which a steering torque is estimated by a steering 
torque estimating unit based on a vehicle speed signal and a 
steering angle signal, and the drive control of an electric 
motor is effected based on an estimated Steering torque (e.g. 
see Patent Document 1). 
0007. In the prior art disclosed in Patent Document 1, 
however, since the steering torque is estimated based on the 
vehicle speed signal and the steering angle signal, and the 
drive control of the electric motor is effected based on the 
estimated steering torque, it cannot properly recognize a 
steering state. Such as driving, without holding a handle by a 
driver, using the estimated Steering torque. This leads to a 
steering state, against the drivers will, where the steering 
wheel will be freely turned, thereby providing a driver with an 
uncomfortable feeling. Besides, there has been an unsolved 
problem since the steering torque is estimated without regard 
ing a road Surface condition, the steering torque cannot be 
estimated properly, once a state of not being considered in the 
torque estimation model. Such as a low road Surface friction 
coefficient, or the like is reached. 
0008 To solve the above-described unsolved problem, 
there is known an electric power steering apparatus (e.g. see 
Patent Document 2). In the conventional example described 
in Patent document 2, by taking account of a reaction force of 
the road surface actually produced from the road surface 
using a wheel rotation speed, that is a self-aligning torque, a 
moderate steering assist force is generated. By calculating the 
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self-aligning torque from a wheel rotation speed and a motor 
angle derived from a motor rotation angle sensor, apart from 
the self-aligning estimation, an error estimation of the self 
aligning torque is prevented by comparing a self-aligning 
torque estimation value and a self-aligning torque calculating 
value. The estimation of a driving wheel slip using the wheel 
rotation speed prevents a self steering during a driving wheel 
slippage. Limiting a control output according to the motor 
angular velocity derived from the vehicle speed and the motor 
rotation angle sensor continues a steering assist control while 
securely preventing the self steering or a control error output. 

PRIOR ART DOCUMENTS 

Patent Documents 

0009 Patent Document 1:JP 3390333A 
0010 Patent Document 2: JP 2010-18268 A 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Problem to be Solved 

0011. In the conventional example disclosed in Patent 
Document 2, however, there has been remained an unresolved 
problem, in which when an error occurs at the left and right 
wheel rotational speeds due to mounting of tires with differ 
ent diameters, such as a temper tire. One of the left and right 
wheels of a vehicle travels, so-called, on a split road p, with 
one of which traveling a road surface with a high friction 
coefficient, such as a dry road, and the other of which travel 
ing a road Surface with a low friction coefficient. Sucha frozen 
road or a Snow-covered road. In the circumstances, if an error 
should occur in the left and right vehicle rotational speed due 
to disturbance, an estimation error will be taken place in the 
self-aligning torque, thereby making it impossible to prevent 
the self-steering or a control error output with certainty. 
0012. Therefore, the present invention is made by focus 
ing on the above open problem remained unresolved until 
now in the prior art and its object is to provide an electric 
power steering apparatus capable of preventing the occur 
rence of a self-steer and a control error output with certainty, 
even when an error occurs in the wheel rotation speed. 

Solution to the Problem 

0013. In order to achieve the above object, according to a 
first aspect of the present invention, there is provided an 
electric power steering apparatus comprising: a steering 
torque detecting unit for detecting a steering torque input to a 
steering mechanism; a first torque command calculating unit 
for calculating a first torque command based on the steering 
torque detected by the steering torque detecting unit; an elec 
tric motor for generating a steering assist torque to be Sup 
plied o the steering mechanism. 
0014. In addition, the electric power steering apparatus 
according to the first aspect includes: a torque detecting unit 
error detecting unit for detecting error of the steering torque 
detecting unit; a wheel rotation speed detecting unit for 
detecting a wheel rotation speed of a vehicle; and a motor 
rotation information detecting unit for detecting motor rota 
tion information of the electric motor. 
0015. Furthermore, the electric power steering apparatus 
according to the first aspect includes: a second torque com 
mand calculating unit for calculating a second torque com 
mand based on the wheel rotation speed detected by the wheel 
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rotation speed detecting unit; an emergency Switching unit for 
selecting the first torque command, when an error of the 
torque detecting unit is not detected by the torque detecting 
unit error detecting unit, and for selecting the second torque 
command calculating unit, when an error of the torque detect 
ing unit is detected by the torque detecting unit error detecting 
unit; a motor control unit for drive controlling the electric 
motor based on the torque command selected by the emer 
gency switching unit. 
0016. Moreover, the electric power steering apparatus 
according to the first aspect includes: a wheel rotation speed 
error detecting unit for detecting an error of the wheel rotation 
speed based on at least one of the wheel rotation speed 
detected by the wheel rotation speed detecting unit, the steer 
ing torque detected when the steering torque detecting unit is 
normal, and the motor rotation information detected by the 
motor rotation information detecting unit; and an emergency 
command limiting unit for limiting the second torque com 
mand when the second torque command is selected by the 
emergency switching unit, where the error of the wheel rota 
tion speed is detected by the wheel rotation speed error detect 
ing unit. 
0017. In the above configuration, the second torque com 
mand calculating unit calculates the torque command based 
on the wheel rotation speed detected by the wheel rotation 
speed detecting unit, and the emergency switching unit 
selects the second torque command computing unit instead of 
the first torque calculating unit when error is detected. This 
finds a correct torque detecting value taking account of a road 
reaction based on the wheel rotation speed. Further, the use of 
the wheel rotation speed detecting unit used in the anti-lock 
braking apparatus reduces the number of components. 
0.018 Moreover, since where an error is detected in the 
second torque detection value based on at least one of the 
wheel rotation speed, the steering torque in a normal state, 
and the motor rotation information, when the second torque 
command of the second torque command calculating unit is 
selected by the emergency selecting unit, it securely prevents 
the occurrence of a self-steer and a control error output due to 
the second torque command. 
0019. Further, according to a second aspect of the electric 
power steering apparatus of the present invention, when the 
second torque command calculating unit may be selected 
instead of the first torque command calculating unit, the 
emergency Switching unit gradually changes a command 
from the first torque command to the second torque com 
mand. 

0020. In the above configuration, since where the error of 
the second torque command is detected, an output of the 
second command is stopped, it securely prevents the occur 
rence of a self-steer and a control error output when the first 
command calculating unit is selected. 
0021 Moreover, according to a third aspect of the electric 
power steering apparatus of the present invention, the second 
torque command calculating unit may comprise a self-align 
ing torque estimating unit for estimating a self-aligning 
torque transmitted from a road Surface to the steering mecha 
nism based on the wheel rotation speed, and calculates the 
second torque command based on the self-aligning torque 
estimated by the self-aligning torque estimating unit. 
0022. In the above configuration, the self-aligning torque 

is estimated based upon the wheel rotation speed, thereby 
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allowing the self-aligning torque transmitted from the road 
Surface of the steering mechanism to be detected with accu 
racy. 
0023. In addition, according to a fourth aspect of the elec 

tric power steering apparatus of the present invention, when 
the second torque command calculating unit may be selected 
instead of the first torque command calculating unit, the 
emergency switching unit gradually changes a command 
from the first torque command to the second torque com 
mand. 
0024. In the above configuration, the torque command is 
gradually changed when Switching from the first torque com 
mand to the second torque command, thereby preventing a 
drastic change in the steering assist force generated by the 
electric motor to continue a stable steering assist State. 
0025. Furthermore, according to a fifth aspect of the elec 

tric power steering apparatus of the present invention, there is 
provided an electric power Steering apparatus comprising: a 
steering torque detecting unit for detecting a steering torque 
input to a steering mechanism; a first torque command cal 
culating unit for calculating a first torque command based on 
the steering torque detected by the steering torque detecting 
unit; and an electric motor for generating a steering assist 
torque to be supplied o the steering mechanism. 
0026. Moreover, according to the fifth aspect, the electric 
power Steering apparatus of the present invention includes: a 
torque detecting unit error detecting unit for detecting error of 
the steering torque detecting unit; a wheel rotation speed 
detecting unit for detecting a wheel rotation speed of a 
vehicle; a motor rotation information detecting unit for 
detecting motor rotation information of the electric motor; 
and a second torque command calculating unit for calculating 
a second torque command based on the wheel rotation speed 
detected by the wheel rotation speed detecting unit. 
0027 Moreover, according to the fifth aspect, the electric 
power steering apparatus of the present invention includes: an 
emergency Switching unit for selecting the first torque com 
mand, when an error of the torque detecting unit is not 
detected by the torque detecting unit error detecting unit, and 
for selecting the second torque command calculating unit, 
when an error of the torque detecting unit is detected by the 
torque detecting unit error detecting unit; a motor control unit 
for drive controlling the electric motor based on the torque 
command selected by the emergency Switching unit. 
0028 Moreover, according to the fifth aspect, the electric 
power Steering apparatus of the present invention includes: a 
wheel rotation speed error detecting unit for detecting an 
error of the wheel rotation speed based on at least one of the 
wheel rotation speed detected by the wheel rotation speed 
detecting unit, the steering torque detected when the steering 
torque detecting unit is normal, and the motor rotation infor 
mation detected by the motor rotation information detecting 
unit; and an emergency command limiting unit for limiting 
the second torque command when the second torque com 
mand is selected by the emergency Switching unit, where the 
error of the wheel rotation speed is detected by the wheel 
rotation speed error detecting unit. 
0029 Moreover, according to the fifth aspect, in the elec 

tric power steering apparatus of the present invention, the 
second torque command calculating unit may include a self 
aligning torque estimating unit for estimating a self-aligning 
torque transmitted from a road Surface side to the steering 
mechanism based on the wheel rotation speed, and a gain 
adjusting unit for calculating the second torque command by 
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multiplying gain with the self-aligning torque estimated by 
the self-aligning torque estimating unit. 
0030. In the above configuration, in addition to the effects 
of the first aspect, the second torque command is calculated 
by multiplying the self-aligning torque estimate value by the 
gain, whereby the second torque command can be appropriate 
by setting the gain in accordance with the wheel state or the 
driving state of the vehicle. 
0031. In addition, according to a sixth aspect of the electric 
power steering apparatus of the present invention, the gain 
adjusting unit may comprise at least one of a steering state 
gain adjusting unit, a vehicle speed gain adjusting unit, a 
self-aligning torque gain adjusting unit, and a driving wheel 
slip gain adjusting unit. 
0032. The steering state gain adjusting unit determines 
whether in which steering states a vehicle is among a wheel 
over-turning sate, a wheel turning-back state, and a wheel 
holding state, based upon the motor rotation information 
detected by the motor rotation information detecting unit and 
the self-aligning torque estimated by the self-aligning torque 
estimating unit, and adjusts the wheel state sensitive gain 
based upon the determination result of the wheeling state. 
0033. The vehicle speed gain adjusting unit may adjusts 
vehicle speed sensitive gain based on either of the vehicle 
speed calculated based on the wheel rotation speed detected 
by the wheel rotation speed detecting unit or the vehicle speed 
detected by the vehicle speed detecting unit. 
0034. The self-aligning torque gain adjusting unit may 
adjust the self-aligning torque gain on the basis of a deviation 
between the motor rotation information detected by the motor 
rotation information detecting unit and the vehicle rotation 
speed detected by the wheel rotation speed detecting unit, and 
the self-aligning torque estimating value estimated by the 
self-aligning torque estimating unit. 
0035. The driving wheel slip gain adjusting unit may esti 
mate a driving wheel slip state based on the wheel rotation 
speed detected by the wheel rotation speed detecting unit, and 
for adjusting driving wheel slip sensitive gain based on the 
estimated driving wheel slip state. 
0036. In the above configuration, the steering state gain 
adjusting unit makes adjustable the optimum steering state 
sensitive gain depending on the steering state, which allows 
calculation of an optimum second torque command depend 
ing on the steering state. 
0037 Additionally, since the vehicle speed sensitivity 
gain can be adjusted by the vehicle speed gain adjusting unit 
depending on the vehicle speed, thereby improving a steering 
feeling of the vehicle. 
0038. Furthermore, the self-aligning torque setting unit 
sets the self-aligning torque gain on the basis of a deviation 
between the self-aligning torque calculating value calculated 
based on the motor rotation information and the wheel rota 
tion speed, and the self-aligning torque estimation value, 
when an error is occurred in the self-aligning torque estima 
tion value calculated by the wheel rotation speed, the errorical 
be suppressed. 
0039 Moreover, the driving wheel slip gain adjusting unit 
can Suppress an influence effected by the driving wheel slip, 
when the self-aligning torque estimation value is affected by 
the driving wheel slip. 
0040. In addition, according to a seventh aspect of the 
electric power steering apparatus of the present invention, 
when the second torque command calculating unit is selected 
instead of the first torque command calculating unit, the 
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emergency Switching unit may gradually change a command 
from the first torque command to the second torque com 
mand. 

0041. In the above configuration, since the torque com 
mand is gradually changed when Switching from the first 
torque command to the second torque command, a Sudden 
change in the steering assist force generated in the electric 
motor can be prevented, thereby continuing a stable steering 
assist state. 

0042. In addition, according to an eighth aspect of the 
electric power steering apparatus of the present invention, 
there is provided an electric power steering apparatus com 
prising: a steering torque detecting unit for detecting a steer 
ing torque input to a steering mechanism; a first torque com 
mand calculating unit for calculating a first torque command 
based on the steering torque detected by the steering torque 
detecting unit; and an electric motor for generating a steering 
assist torque to be supplied o the steering mechanism. 
0043. Furthermore, according to the eighth aspect, the 
electric power steering apparatus includes: a torque detecting 
unit error detecting unit for detecting error of the steering 
torque detecting unit; a wheel rotation speed detecting unit 
for detecting a wheel rotation speed of a vehicle; and a motor 
rotation information detecting unit for detecting motor rota 
tion information of the electric motor. 

0044) Moreover, according to the eighth aspect, the elec 
tric power steering apparatus includes: a second torque com 
mand calculating unit for calculating a second torque com 
mand based on the wheel rotation speed detected by the wheel 
rotation speed detecting unit; an emergency Switching unit for 
selecting the first torque command, when an error of the 
torque detecting unit is not detected by the torque detecting 
unit error detecting unit, and for selecting the second torque 
command calculating unit, when an error of the torque detect 
ing unit is detected by the torque detecting unit error detecting 
unit; and a motor control unit for drive controlling the electric 
motor based on the torque command selected by the emer 
gency switching unit. 
0045. Furthermore, according to the eighth aspect, the 
electric power steering apparatus includes: a wheel rotation 
speed error detecting unit for detecting an error of the wheel 
rotation speed based on at least one of the wheel rotation 
speed detected by the wheel rotation speed detecting unit, the 
steering torque detected when the steering torque detecting 
unit is normal, and the motor rotation information detected by 
the motor rotation information detecting unit; and an emer 
gency command limiting unit for limiting the second torque 
command when the second torque command is selected by 
the emergency switching unit, where the error of the wheel 
rotation speed is detected by the wheel rotation speed error 
detecting unit. 
0046. Furthermore, according to the eighth aspect, the 
second torque command calculating unit comprises a self 
aligning torque estimating unit for estimating a self-aligning 
torque transmitted from a road Surface side to the steering 
mechanism based on the wheel rotation speed, again adjust 
ing unit for calculating the second torque command by mul 
tiplying gain with the self-aligning torque estimated by the 
self-aligning torque estimating unit, and a torque control unit 
for limiting the second torque command calculated by the 
gain adjusting unit on the basis at least on either of a vehicle 
speed calculated based on the wheel rotation speed detected 
by the wheel rotation speed detecting unit or a vehicle speed 
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detected by the vehicle speed detecting unit, and a motor 
angular Velocity calculated by the motor angular Velocity 
calculating unit. 
0047. In the above configuration, in addition to the effects 
of the first aspect, the second torque command after the gain 
adjustment is limited based upon at least one of the vehicle 
speed and the motorangular Velocity, thereby Suppressing the 
control output error in a high-speed region or high-more 
angular Velocity region. 
0048. In addition, according to a ninth aspect of the elec 

tric power steering apparatus of the present invention, in the 
above eighth aspect, the gain adjusting unit may comprise at 
least one of a steering State gain adjusting unit, a vehicle speed 
gain adjusting unit, a self-aligning torque gain adjusting unit, 
and a driving wheel slip gain adjusting unit. 
0049. The steering state gain adjusting unit determines 
whether in which steering states a vehicle is among a wheel 
over-turning sate, a wheel turning-back state, and a wheel 
holding state, based upon the motor rotation information 
detected by the motor rotation information detecting unit and 
the self-aligning torque estimated by the self-aligning torque 
estimating unit, and adjusts the wheel state sensitive gain 
based upon the determination result of the wheeling state. 
0050. The vehicle speed gain adjusting unit may adjusts 
vehicle speed sensitive gain based on either of the vehicle 
speed calculated based on the wheel rotation speed detected 
by the wheel rotation speed detecting unit or the vehicle speed 
detected by the vehicle speed detecting unit. 
0051. The self-aligning torque gain adjusting unit may 
adjust the self-aligning torque gain on the basis of a deviation 
between the motor rotation information detected by the motor 
rotation information detecting unit and the vehicle rotation 
speed detected by the wheel rotation speed detecting unit, and 
the self-aligning torque estimating value estimated by the 
self-aligning torque estimating unit. 
0052. The driving wheel slip gain adjusting unit may esti 
mate a driving wheel slip state based on the wheel rotation 
speed detected by the wheel rotation speed detecting unit, and 
for adjusting driving wheel slip sensitive gain based on the 
estimated driving wheel slip state. 
0053. In the above configuration, the steering state gain 
adjusting unit makes adjustable the optimum steering state 
sensitive gain depending on the steering state, which allows 
calculation of an optimum second torque command depend 
ing on the steering State. Additionally, since the vehicle speed 
sensitivity gain can be adjusted by the vehicle speed gain 
adjusting unit depending on the vehicle speed, thereby 
improving a steering feeling of the vehicle. 
0054 Furthermore, the self-aligning torque setting unit 
sets the self-aligning torque gain on the basis of a deviation 
between the self-aligning torque calculating value calculated 
based on the motor rotation information and the wheel rota 
tion speed, and the self-aligning torque estimation value, 
when an error is occurred in the self-aligning torque estima 
tion value calculated by the wheel rotation speed, the errorical 
be suppressed. Moreover, the driving wheel slip gain adjust 
ing unit can Suppress an influence effected by the driving 
wheel slip, when the self-aligning torque estimation value is 
affected by the driving wheel slip. 
0055. In addition, according to a tenth aspect of the elec 

tric power steering apparatus of the present invention, in the 
above ninth aspect, when the second torque command calcu 
lating unit is selected instead of the first torque command 
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calculating unit, the emergency switching unit may gradually 
change a command from the first torque command to the 
second torque command. 
0056. In the above configuration, the torque command is 
gradually changed when Switching from the first torque com 
mand to the second torque command, thereby preventing a 
drastic change in the steering assist force generated by the 
electric motor to continue a stable steering assist State. 
0057. In addition, according to an eleventh aspect of the 
electric power steering apparatus of the present invention, in 
any one of the above first to tenth aspects, when the error of 
the wheel rotation speed is detected, the emergency command 
limiting unit may stop an output of the second torque com 
mand when the second torque command calculating unit is 
selected. 

0058. In the above configuration, when an error of the 
second torque command is detected, the second command is 
stopped to be output when the first torque command calcu 
lating unit is selected, thereby preventing an occurrence of 
self-steering or control error output with certainty. 
0059. In addition, according to a twelfth aspect of the 
electric power steering apparatus of the present invention, in 
any one of the above first to tenth aspects, where the error of 
the wheel rotation speed is detected when the second torque 
command calculating unit is selected, the emergency com 
mand limiting unit may limit the second torque command 
based on a left and right wheel rotation speed difference 
obtained by detecting the second torque command by the 
wheel rotation speed detecting unit. 
0060. In the above configuration, when the error of the 
wheel rotation speed is detected, the second torque command 
is limited based on the left and right wheel rotation speed 
difference detected by the wheel rotation speed detecting 
unit, thereby preventing the occurrence of the self-steer and a 
control error output with certainty. 
0061. In addition, according to a thirteenth aspect of the 
electric power steering apparatus of the present invention, in 
any one of the above first to tenth aspects, where the error of 
the wheel rotation speed is detected, when the second torque 
command calculating unit is selected, the emergency com 
mand limiting unit set, as a second torque commend, the 
second torque command before the error is detected. 
0062. In the above configuration, when the error of the 
wheel rotation speed is detected, a second torque command 
before detecting the error is set as the second torque com 
mand, a steering assist control can be continued based on the 
second torque command before occurring the error, thereby 
preventing the occurrence of the self-steer and the control 
error output with certainty. 
0063. In addition, according to a fourteenth aspect of the 
electric power steering apparatus of the present invention, in 
any one of the above first to tenth aspects, the self-aligning 
torque estimating unit may comprise a vehicle sideslip angle 
estimating unit forestimating a wheel sideslip angle based on 
the wheel rotation speed, and estimate the self-aligning 
torque based on the vehicle sideslip angle estimated by the 
vehicle sideslip angle estimating unit. 
0064. In the above configuration, since the wheel sideslip 
angle of the vehicle is estimated based on the wheel rotation 
speed, and self-aligning torque is estimated based on the 
estimated wheel sideslip angle, more accurate self-aligning 
torque estimation can be achieved taking a traveling condi 
tion of the vehicle into account. 
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0065. In addition, according to a fifteenth aspect of the 
electric power steering apparatus of the present invention, in 
the above fourteenth aspect, the vehicle sideslip angle esti 
mating unit may estimate the vehicle sideslip angle based on 
the wheel rotation speed and to correct the estimated sideslip 
angle based on the motor rotation information detected by the 
motor rotation information detecting unit. 
0066. In the above configuration, the vehicle sideslip 
angle is estimated based on the vehicle rotation speed of the 
vehicle, and the estimated sideslip angle is compensated 
based on the motor rotation information, more accurate side 
slip angle can be estimated based on in which steering states 
the vehicle is. 

0067. In addition, according to a sixteenth aspect of the 
electric power steering apparatus of the present invention, in 
the above fourteenth aspect, when the error of the wheel 
rotation speed is detected, the emergency command limiting 
unit may stop an output of the second torque command when 
the second torque command calculating unit is selected. 
0068. In the above configuration, when the error of the 
second torque command is detected, an output of the second 
command is stopped, whereby securely prevents the occur 
rence of a self-steer and a control error output when the first 
command calculating unit is selected. 
0069. In addition, according to a seventeenth aspect of the 
electric power steering apparatus of the present invention, in 
the above fourteenth aspect, where the error of the wheel 
rotation speed is detected when the second torque command 
calculating unit is selected, the emergency command limiting 
unit may limit the second torque command based on a left and 
right wheel rotation speed difference obtained by detecting 
the second torque command by the wheel rotation speed 
detecting unit. 
0070. In the above configuration, when the error of the 
wheel rotation speed is detected, the second torque command 
is limited based on the left and right wheel rotation speed 
difference detected by the wheel rotation speed detecting 
unit, whereby may securely prevent the occurrence of the 
self-steer and a control error output. 
0071. In addition, according to an eighteenth aspect of the 
electric power steering apparatus of the present invention, in 
the above fourteenth aspect, where the error of the wheel 
rotation speed is detected, when the second torque command 
calculating unit is selected, the emergency command limiting 
unit set, as a second torque commend, the second torque 
command before the error is detected. 

0072. In the above configuration, when the error of the 
wheel rotation speed is detected, a second torque command 
before detecting the error is set as the second torque com 
mand, a steering assist control can be continued based on the 
second torque command before occurring the error, thereby 
preventing the occurrence of the self-steer and the control 
error output. 
0073. In addition, according to a nineteenth aspect of the 
electric power steering apparatus of the present invention, in 
any one of the above third to tenth aspects, the self-aligning 
torque estimating unit may estimate the self-aligning torque 
based on the wheel rotation speed and the motor rotation 
information detected by the motor rotation information 
detecting unit. 
0074. In the above configuration, since the self-aligning 
torque is estimated based on the left and right wheel rotation 
speed and the motor rotation information of the vehicle, more 
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accurate estimation of the self-aligning can be achieved 
depending on in which steering States the vehicle is. 
0075. In addition, according to a twentieth aspect of the 
electric power steering apparatus of the present invention, in 
the above nineteenth aspect, when an error of the wheel 
rotation speed is detected, the emergency command limiting 
unit may stop an output of the second torque command when 
the second torque command calculating unit is selected. 
0076. In the above configuration, when the error of the 
second torque command is detected, an output of the second 
command is stopped, thereby securely preventing the occur 
rence of a self-steer and a control error output when the first 
command calculating unit is selected. 
0077. In addition, according to a twenty-first aspect of the 
electric power steering apparatus of the present invention, in 
the above nineteenth aspect, where the error of the wheel 
rotation speed is detected when the second torque command 
calculating unit is selected, the emergency command limiting 
unit may limit the second torque command based on a left and 
right wheel rotation speed difference obtained by detecting 
the second torque command by the wheel rotation speed 
detecting unit. 
0078. In the above configuration, when the error of the 
wheel rotation speed is detected, the second torque command 
is limited based on the left and right wheel rotation speed 
difference detected by the wheel rotation speed detecting 
unit, it may securely prevent the occurrence of the self-steer 
and a control error output. 
0079. In addition, according to a twenty-second aspect of 
the electric power steering apparatus of the present invention, 
in the above nineteenth aspect, where the error of the wheel 
rotation speed is detected, when the second torque command 
calculating unit is selected, the emergency command limiting 
unit may set, as a second torque commend, the second torque 
command before the error is detected. 
0080. In the above configuration, since when the error of 
the wheel rotation speed is detected, a second torque com 
mand before detecting the error is set as the second torque 
command, a steering assist control can be continued based on 
the second torque command before occurring the error, it may 
securely prevent the occurrence of the self-steer and the con 
trol error output. 

Advantageous Effects of the Invention 
I0081. According to the present invention, since the second 
torque calculating unit calculates a torque command based on 
the wheel rotation speed, when an error of the steering torque 
detecting unit is detected, an accurate torque detecting value 
taking account of a road Surface condition can be found. In 
addition, since the second torque command is limited when 
the error of the wheel rotation speed is occurred, it may 
prevent the occurrence of the self-steer and the control error 
output. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

I0082 FIG. 1 is a view showing a schematic configuration 
of an electric power steering apparatus according a first 
embodiment of to the present invention; 
I0083 FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a specific 
example of a controller according to the present invention; 
I0084 FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing a specific con 
figuration of a self-aligning torque estimating unit included in 
the controller; 
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0085 FIG. 4 is a characteristic diagram showing a sliding 
angle calculating map: 
I0086 FIG. 5 is a characteristic diagram showing a self 
aligning torque initial estimation value calculating map: 
0087 FIG. 6 is a characteristic diagram showing hyster 
esis characteristics of the self-aligning torque initial estima 
tion value with respect to actual self-aligning; 
0088 FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing a specific con 
figuration of a steering state gain setting part: 
0089 FIG. 8 is a characteristic diagram showing a steering 
state sensitive gain calculating map applied to the steering 
State gain setting part; 
0090 FIG.9 is a characteristic diagram showing a vehicle 
speed sensitive gain calculating map applied to the vehicle 
speed sensitive gain setting part; 
0091 FIG. 10 is a block diagram showing a specific con 
figuration of the self-aligning torque gain calculating part; 
0092 FIG. 11 is a characteristic diagram showing a self 
aligning torque gain calculating map applied to the self-align 
ing torque gain calculating part: 
0093 FIG. 12 is a block diagram showing a specific con 
figuration of the driving wheel slip gain setting part; 
0094 FIG. 13 is a characteristic diagram showing a driv 
ing wheel slip gain calculating map applied to the driving 
wheel slip gain setting part; 
0095 FIG. 14 is a block diagram showing a specific con 
figuration of a control output limiting value calculating part; 
0096 FIG. 15 is flowchart showing an example of a wheel 
rotation speed error detecting unit executed by the wheel 
rotation speed error detecting unit shown in FIG. 14; 
0097 FIG. 16 is a flowchart showing an example of a 
wheel rotation speed limiting value calculating procedure 
executed by the wheel rotation speed limiting value calculat 
ing part shown in FIG. 14; 
0098 FIG. 17 is a characteristic diagram showing a wheel 
rotation speed limiting value calculating map used in FIG.16; 
0099 FIG. 18 is a characteristic diagram showing a 
vehicle speed limiting value calculating map used in the 
vehicle speed limiting value calculating part shown in FIG. 
14: 
0100 FIG. 19 is a characteristic diagram showing a motor 
angular velocity limiting value calculating map used in the 
motor angular velocity limiting value calculating unit shown 
in FIG. 14; 
0101 FIG.20 is flowchart showing an example of a torque 
sensor error detection procedure executed by a torque sensor 
error detecting unit shown in FIG. 2; 
0102 FIG. 21 is a flowchart showing an example of a 
steering assist initial control procedure executed by a micro 
computer; 
0103 FIG. 22 is a block diagram showing a specific 
example of the controller indicating a second embodiment of 
the present invention; 
0104 FIG. 23 is a block diagram showing a specific con 
figuration of the control output limiting value calculating part 
shown in FIG. 22. 
0105 FIG. 24 is a flowchart showing an example of a 
wheel rotation speed limiting value calculating procedure 
executed by the wheel rotation speed limiting value calculat 
ing part shown in FIG. 23; and 
0106 FIG. 25 is a characteristic diagram showing the 
wheel rotation speed limiting value calculating map used in 
FIG. 24; and 
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0107 FIG. 26 is a flowchart showing an example of a 
self-aligning torque selecting procedure executed by the self 
aligning torque estimation part indicating the second embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 

0108. Hereinafter, a description will be made with refer 
ence to the attached drawings. 
0109 FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram showing an 
embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 1, SM denotes 
a steering mechanism. The steering mechanism SM includes 
a steering shaft 2 made of an input shaft 2a to which a steering 
force acted to a steering wheel 1 by a driver is transmitted and 
an output shaft 2b coupled via a torsion bar, not shown, to the 
input shaft 2a. The steering shaft 2 is rotatably installed in a 
steering column 3, one end of the input shaft 2a is coupled to 
the steering wheel1 and the other end thereof is coupled to the 
torsion bar, not shown. 
0110. Then, the steering force transmitted to the output 
shaft 2b is transmitted to an intermediate shaft 5 via a univer 
sal joint 4 composed of two yokes 4a, 4b and a cross linked 
part 4c coupling these yokes. Further, the steering force is 
transmitted via the universal joint 6 composed of the two 
yokes 4a, 4b and the cross linked part 6c to a pinion shaft 7. 
The steering force transmitted to the pinion shaft 7 is con 
verted into a translatory movement in a vehicle width direc 
tion by a steering gear mechanism 8, and is transmitted to left 
and right tie rods 9 to steer steering wheels WL, WR by the tie 
rods 9. 
0111. To the output shaft 2b of the steering shaft 2, a 
steering assist mechanism 10 to transmit a steering assist 
force to the output shaft 2b is coupled. The steering assist 
mechanism 10 includes a decelerating mechanism 11 coupled 
to the output shaft 2b and an electric motor 12 made of, for 
example, a brushless motor as an electric motor to generate a 
steering assist force coupled to the decelerating mechanism 
11. 
0112 A steering torque sensor 14 as steering torque 
detecting unit is disposed within the housing 13 coupled to the 
steering wheel 1 side of the decelerating mechanism 11. The 
steering torque sensor 14 is for detecting a steering torque 
applied to the steering wheel 1 and then transmitted to the 
input shaft 2a. That is to say, the steering torque sensor 14 is 
configured to convert, for example, the steering torque into 
angular displacement of the torsion bar, not shown, which is 
interposed between the input shaft 2a and the output shaft 2b, 
and to detect the twist angular displacement with a non 
contact magnetic sensor. 
0113. As shown in FIG. 2, a steering torque detection 
value T output from the steering torque sensor 14 is input to a 
controller 15. To the controller 15, in addition to a vehicle 
speed Vs detected by a vehicle speed sensor 16, motor cur 
rents IL to Iw flown to the electric motor 12 are input. Also, to 
the controller 15, a rotation angle 0 of the electric motor 12 
detected by a motor rotation angle sensor 17 composed of a 
resolver, an encoder, and the like, and left and right wheel 
rotation speeds Vw.L. VwR detected by wheel rotation speed 
sensors 18L, 18R are input. 
0114. The controller 15 calculates a first steering assist 
torque commend Iref1 as a current command which causes 
the electric motor 12 to generate a steering assist force 
depending on the input torque detection value T and the 
vehicle speedVs, in the state where the steering torque sensor 
14 is in an normal state. The controller 15 drive controls the 
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electric motor 12 after a variety of compensation process are 
executed on the basis of a motor angular Velocity () and motor 
angular acceleration C. calculated based on the rotation angle 
0 in response to the calculated steering assist torque com 
mand Iref1. Moreover, when an error occurs at the steering 
torque sensor 14, a second steering assist torque Iref2 is 
calculated based on the wheel rotations speeds Vw.L., VwR of 
left and driven wheels, and drive controls the electric motor 
12 based on the second steering assist torque command Iref2. 
0115 Namely, as shown in FIG. 2, the controller 15 is 
composed of a motor rotation information calculating part 20, 
a steering assist torque command calculating part 21, an adder 
23, and a motor driving circuit 24. 
0116. The motor rotation information calculating part 20 
calculates the motor angular Velocity () and the motor angular 
acceleration C. based on the motor speed 0 detected by the 
motor rotating angle sensor 17. The steering assist torque 
command calculating part 21 calculates a steering assist 
torque command Iref, based on the vehicle speedVs and four 
wheel rotation speeds VwRL, V wRR. 
0117 The torque command compensating part calculates 
a commend compensation value Icom for compensating the 
torque command Iref calculated by the steering assist torque 
command calculating part 21. The adder 23 calculates the 
compensated Steering assist torque command Iref by adding 
the steering assist torque command Iref calculated by the 
steering assist torque command calculating part 21 to the 
command compensation value Icom calculated by the torque 
command compensating part 22. The motor driving circuit 24 
drive controls the electric motor 12 by generating a motor 
current based on the compensated Steering assist torque com 
mand Iref output from the adder 23. 
0118. The rotation information calculating part 20 
includes a motor angle signal sensor 200 to calculate the 
motor angle 0 based on a motor angle detection signal 
detected by the motor rotating angle sensor 17, a motor angu 
lar Velocity calculating part 201 to calculate the motorangular 
velocity () by differentiating the motor angle 0 calculated by 
the motor angular Velocity calculating part 201, and a motor 
angular acceleration calculating part 202 calculates the motor 
angular acceleration C. by differentiating the angular velocity 
(i) calculated by the motor angular velocity calculating part 
201. 
0119 The steering assist torque command calculating part 
21, specifically, includes a first steering assist torque com 
mand calculating part 31, a second steering assist torque 
command calculating part 32, a torque sensor error detecting 
part 33, a command selecting part 34, and a rate limiter 35. 
0120. The first steering assist torque command calculating 
part 31 calculates the first steering assist torque command 
Iref1 based on the steering torque T input from the steering 
torque sensor 14 and the vehicle speed Vs input from the 
vehicle speed sensor 16. 
0121 The second steering assist torque command calcu 
lating part 32 calculates the second steering assist torque 
command Iref2 based on the wheel rotation speeds Vw.L. 
VwR input from the wheel rotation speed sensor 18 which 
detects the left and right wheel rotation speeds. 
0122) The torque sensor error detecting part 33 detects an 
error of the steering torque sensor 14. The command selecting 
part 34 selects either of the first steering assist torque com 
mand calculating part 31 or the second steering assist torque 
command calculating part 32 based on an error detection 
signal output from the torque sensor error detecting part 33. 
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The rate limiter 35 suppresses an abrupt change in the com 
mand selected by the command selecting part 34. 
0123 The first steering assist torque command calculating 
part 31 includes a torque command calculating part 311, a 
phase compensation part 312, a center responsiveness 
improving part 313, and an adder 314. 
0.124. The torque command calculating part 311 calculates 
a steering assist torque command Irefb that is a current com 
mand, referring to a steering assist torque command calculat 
ing map shown in FIG. 2, based on the steering assist torque 
Tand the vehicle speed Vs. The phase compensation part 312 
calculates the phase compensation value Irefb by phase com 
pensating the steering assist torque command Irefb output 
from the torque command calculating part 311. 
0.125. The center responsiveness improving part 313 cal 
culates a center responsiveness improving command Ir for 
securing safety and compensating static friction in an assist 
characteristic dead Zone by differentiating a steering torque T 
so that an improved responsiveness is achieved in the vicinity 
of steering neutral and Smooth steering is realized based on 
the steering torque Tinput from the steering torque sensor 14. 
the adder 314 calculates the first steering assist torque com 
mand Iref1 by adding a phase compensation output from the 
phase compensating part 312 and the center responsiveness 
improving command Ir from the center responsiveness 
improving part 313. 
0.126 Here, as shown in FIG. 2, the steering assist torque 
command calculating map referred to by the torque command 
calculating part 311 takes the steering torque T as its horizon 
tal axis and the steering assist torque command Iref as its 
Vertical axis. The steering assist torque command calculating 
map is configured of a characteristic diagram indicated by a 
parabolic curved line in which the vehicle speedVs is taken as 
a parameter. 
I0127. The second torque command calculating part 32 
includes a self-aligning torque estimating part 32A as a self 
aligning estimating unit, a gain adjusting part 32B, and a 
torque limiting part 32C as an emergency command limiting 
part. 
I0128. The self-aligning torque estimating part 32A esti 
mates a self-aligning torque transmitted from a road Surface 
to the steering mechanism. The gain adjusting part 32B cal 
culates a second steering assist torque commend Iref2 by 
multiplying gain by the self-aligning torque SAT estimated 
by the self-aligning torque estimating part 32A. The torque 
limiting part 32C limits the self-aligning torque, the gain of 
which has been adjusted by the gain adjusting part 32B. 
I0129. That is, as shown in FIG. 3, the self-aligning torque 
estimating unit 32A, includes a sideslip angle estimating part 
321 to estimate a vehicle sideslip angle f3 based on the left and 
right wheel rotation speeds Vw.L. VwR, and an angle varia 
tion calculating part 322 to calculate an angle variation A0 by 
inputting the motor angle 0. 
0.130. In addition, the self-aligning torque estimating unit 
32A includes an amplifier 323 where a correction gain Kslp is 
set, to which an angular variation A0 calculated by the angular 
variation calculating part 322 is input, and an adder 324 to 
make a correction using a tire torsion amount by adding a slip 
angle correction value Aslp calculated by the amplifier 323 to 
the sideslip angle Bestimated by the sideslip angle estimation 
part 321. 
I0131 Furthermore, the self-aligning torque estimating 
unit 32A includes a self-aligning torque calculating part 325 
to calculate a self-aligning torque initial estimation value 
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based on the an added output of the adder 324, and an ampli 
fier 326 to calculate a hysteresis correction value Ahys by 
amplifying the motor angular Velocity () to correct the hys 
teresis characteristics of the self-aligning torque initial esti 
mation value SAT calculated by the self-aligning torque cal 
culating part 325. 
0132 Moreover, the self-aligning torque estimating unit 
32A includes an adder 327 to add the hysteresis correction 
value Ahys calculated by the amplifier 326 to the self-aligning 
torque initial value SATi, a low pass filter 328 to remove a 
noise from the added output of the adder 327, an adder 329 to 
add the wheel rotations speeds Vw.L. VwR input from the 
wheel rotation speed sensors L, 18R, respectively. 
0.133 Moreover, the self-aligning torque estimating unit 
32A includes an average value calculating part 330 to calcu 
late a wheel speed equivalent value Vs' by calculating /2 of 
the added value of the wheel rotation speeds Vw.L., VwR, and 
a phase correction part 331 to calculate the self-aligning 
torque estimation value SAT by phase correcting the self 
aligning torque initial estimation value SATi, the noise of 
which is output from the low pass filter 328 is removed based 
on the wheel speed equivalent value Vs' calculated by the 
average value calculating part 330. 
0134 Here, the vehicle sideslip angle estimating part 321 
calculates the following equation (1) based on the wheel 
rotation speeds VwRL, VwRR detected by the wheel rotation 
speed sensors 18RL, 18RR of rear wheels serving as driving 
wheels to calculate a left and right wheel rotation speed 
difference AVwR depending on wheel speeds. 

0135) Next, the vehicle sideslip angle f is estimated, by 
referring to a vehicle sideslip angle calculating map shown in 
FIG. 4, based on the calculated wheel rotation speed differ 
ence AVw. As shown in FIG. 4, the vehicle sideslip angle 
calculating map is represented by a characteristic diagram 
obtained from measured values of a practical vehicle with the 
wheel rotation speed difference AVwR taken an its horizontal 
axis and the wheel sideslip angle B taken as its vertical axis. 
When the wheel rotation speed difference AVw is close to 
Zero, the characteristic curved line L shows a relatively gentle 
slope, and when the wheel rotation speed difference AVw 
gets larger, the characteristic curved line L shows a relatively 
steep slope. 
0136. On the other hand, the self-aligning torque calculat 
ing part 325 calculates the self-aligning torque initial estima 
tion value SATi, by referring to the self-aligning torque initial 
estimation value calculating map shown in FIG. 5, based on 
the wheel slide angle B. 
0.137 As shown in FIG. 5, the self-aligning torque initial 
estimation value calculating map is represented by the char 
acteristic diagram in which the wheel sideslip angle B is taken 
as its horizontal axis and the self-aligning torque initial esti 
mation value SATi as its vertical axis. A characteristic line is 
set composed of a linear region LS where a tilt angle increases 
in proportion to an increase in the wheel speed equivalent 
value Vs' and a saturation region La that extends from both 
ends of the linear region LS. 
0138 A relationship between the self-aligning torque ini 

tial estimation value SAT calculated by the self-aligning 
torque calculating part 325 and the self-aligning torque SAT 
which really occurs in a vehicle will result in relatively large 
hysteresis characteristics, as indicated by a dotted line in FIG. 
6. 
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0.139. As such, by calculating the hysteresis correction 
value Ahys based on the motor angular Velocity () and by 
adding the hysteresis correction value Ahys to the self-align 
ing torque initial estimation value SATi, the hysteresis char 
acteristics is corrected depending on the motorangular Veloc 
ity i.e. the steering angle speed. Thus, the width of the 
hysteresis characteristics is reduced as indicated by a solid 
lineas shown in FIG. 6, thereby calculating the more accurate 
self-aligning torque initial estimation value SATi. 
0140. The phase correction part 331 corrects a phase of the 
self-aligning torque estimation value SAT, the noise of 
which is removed and is output from the low pass filter 326, 
based on the vehicle speed equivalent value Vs' output from 
the average value calculating part 330. The phase correction 
part 331 is made of a first-order delay filter (1/T1s+1) having 
steady gain -1, where S is laplacian operator, T is time con 
stant. The time constant T is set according to the vehicle 
speed proportionate value Vs". 
0.141. Meanwhile, the gain adjusting part 32B includes a 
steering state gain adjusting part 36, a vehicle speed gain 
adjusting part 37, a self-aligning torque gain adjusting part 
38, and a driving wheel slip gain adjusting part 39. 
0142. The steering state gain adjusting part 36 receives the 
self-aligning torque estimation value SAT output from the 
self-aligning torque estimation part 32A and the motor angu 
lar Velocity () calculated by the motor angular Velocity cal 
culating part 201, and detects to determine whether the wheel 
is in any of the wheel over-turning state, the wheel turning 
back state, or the wheel holding state. The steering state gain 
adjusting part 36 includes a steering state gain setting part 
36A to set a steering state gain KO depending on the detected 
State. 

0143. The steering state gain adjusting part 36 includes a 
gain multiplying part 38B to output again doubling command 
Iref21 by multiplying the steering state gain KO set by the 
steering state gain setting part 36A by the self-aligning torque 
estimation value SAT output from the self-aligning torque 
estimation part 32A. 
0144. Herein, as a specific structure of the steering state 
gain setting part 36A, as shown in FIG. 7, there are a steering 
state determining part 361 for receiving the self-aligning 
torque estimation value SAT and the motor angular Velocity () 
to determine whether the wheel is in any of the wheel over 
turning state, the wheel turning-back State, and the wheel 
holding state, and a steering state gain calculating part 362 to 
calculate the steering state gain KO based on the determina 
tion result of the steering state determining part 361 and the 
motor angular velocity (). 
0145 The steering state determining part 361 determines 
the wheel over-turning state when a sign of the self-aligning 
torque estimation value SAT matches that of the motor angu 
lar velocity (), determines the wheel turning-back state when 
the sign of the self-aligning torque estimation value SAT does 
not match that of the motor angular Velocity (), and deter 
mines the wheel holding state when an absolute value (ol of 
the motor angular Velocity () is Smaller than or equal to a 
setting value (ot. 
0146 The steering state gain calculating part 362 calcu 
lates the steering state gain KO, by referring to the steering 
state gain calculating map shown in FIG. 8, based on the input 
steering state and the motor angular Velocity (). As shown in 
FIG. 8, when the steering state is in the wheel holding state, 
the steering gain calculating map sets a characteristic line Lh 
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So as to maintain a preset gain KOh, regardless of what value 
the motor angular velocity () has. 
0147 Additionally, when the steering state is in the wheel 
over-turning state, a preset gain KOi larger than the preset 
gain KOh is maintained from Zero to a preset value col. When 
the motor angular Velocity () exceeds the preset value (D1, the 
characteristic line L1 is set so that the gain increases with a 
relatively large slope in accordance with an increase in the 
motor angular velocity (). 
0148. Furthermore, when the steering state is in the wheel 
turning-back state, a preset gain KOd Smaller than the preset 
gain KOh is maintained from Zero to the preset value (D1, and 
the characteristic line Ld is set so that the gain decreases with 
a relatively small slope in accordance with an increase in the 
motor angular velocity (). 
014.9 The vehicle speed gain adjusting part 37 includes a 
vehicle speed sensitive gain calculating part 37A to calculate 
a vehicle speed sensitive gain K1, and again multiplying part 
37B to multiply the vehicle speed sensitivity gain K1 calcu 
lated by the vehicle speed rotation gain calculating part 37A 
by the gain doubling command Iref21 output from the steer 
ing state gain adjusting part 36 and output a gain doubling 
command Iref22. 
0150. The vehicle speed gain calculating part 37A calcu 
lates the vehicle speed sensitive gain K1, by referring to the 
vehicle sensitive gain calculating map shown in FIG.9, based 
on the input vehicle speedVs. Herein, as shown in FIG.9, the 
characteristic line LV of the vehicle speed sensitive gain cal 
culating map is set so that a predefined value KV is maintained 
when the vehicle speed Vs is between Zero and a predefined 
value VS1, the gain decreases with a relatively large slope in 
accordance with an increase in the vehicle speed Vs when the 
vehicle speed exceeds the predefined value Vs1, and the gain 
decreases with a relatively small slope in accordance with an 
increase in the vehicle speed Vs when the vehicle speed 
exceeds a predefined value Vs2 greater than the predefined 
value Vs1. 
0151. The self-aligning torque gain adjusting part 38 
includes a self-aligning torque gain calculating part 38A to 
set a correction gain K2 by calculating a self-aligning torque 
computation value SATo, and again multiplying part 38B to 
multiply self-aligning torque gain K2 set by the self-aligning 
torque gain calculating part 38A by the gain doubling com 
mand Iref22. 
0152. As shown in FIG. 10, the self-aligning torque gain 
calculating part 38A includes a self-aligning torque calculat 
ing part 381, a subtracter 382, an absolute value calculating 
part 383, and again calculating part 384. 
0153. The self-aligning torque calculating part 381 calcu 
lates the self-aligning torque calculating part SATo using a 
vehicle model, based on the four-wheel wheel driving rota 
tion speeds VwFL to VwRR input from the four-wheel rota 
tion speed sensor 18 and the motor angle 0. 
0154 The subtracter 382 subtracts the self-aligning torque 
calculating value SATo calculated by the self-aligning torque 
calculating part 381 from the self-aligning torque estimated 
value SAT estimated by the above-mentioned self-aligning 
torque estimating part 32. 
0155 The absolute value calculating part 383 calculates a 
self-aligning torque deviation ASAT(=ISAT-SATol) by 
transferring a subtracted output from the subtracter 382 into 
an absolute value. The self-aligning torque gain calculating 
part 384 calculates a self-aligning torque gain K2, by refer 
ring to the self-aligning gain calculating map shown in FIG. 
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11, based on the self-aligning torque deviation SAT calcu 
lated by the absolute value calculating part 383. 
0156 Here, the self-aligning torque calculating part 381 
calculates an average value of the four-wheel rotation speeds 
VwFL to VwRR as the vehicle speed Vs, and in addition, 
Substitutes vehicle various factor constants in an equation of 
motion (state equation) in a vehicle lateral direction serving 
as a vehicle model expressed by the following equation (2), 
with the motor angle 0 as an estimated Steering angle 0, and 
then calculates the self-aligning torque calculated value SATo 
by use of a self-aligning torque calculated value calculation 
expression (output expression) as represented by the follow 
ing expression (3). 

C f3 C (2) -- c 
y d21 d22 y b21 

2(KF + K.) 
d = - nW 

120f Kf Irk) a12 = -1 - — v. 

2(1f Kf - 1 K 
G21 = - 21, k, lik) 

2(1 KF + 1, K.) 
a22 = - IW 

2Kf 
b11 = mV. 

21f Kf 
2 - - 

0157 Vehicle Various Factor Constants 
0158 m: vehicle mass 
0159. 1: vehicle inertia moment 
0.160 lf: distance between center of gravity and front 
shaft 

0.161 lr: distance between center of gravity and rear 
shaft 

0162 Kf cornering power of front wheel tire 
0.163 Kr: cornering power of rear wheel tire 
(0164 V: vehicle speed 

0.165 N: overall steering angle 
0166 0: estimated steering angle 
(0167 Öf actual steering angle (öf=0/N) 

0168 B: sideslip angle at center of gravity of vehicle 
(0169 y; yaw rate 
(0170 e: trail 

3 
SATo = C11 C 12 t +dlof (3) 

Cl –2eKf 

2&Kf 1f 
c1 = -- 
d = 2&Kf 

0171 In the gain calculating part 384, the self-aligning 
torque gain K2 is calculated, by referring to the self-aligning 
torque gain calculating map shown in FIG. 11, based on an 
absolute value ASAT of the self-aligning torque deviation 
output from the absolute value calculating part 383. 
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0172 Here, as shown in FIG. 11, the characteristic line LS 
of the self-aligning torque gain calculating map is set so that 
the self-aligning torque gain k2 decreases with a relatively 
gentle slope in accordance with an increase in the absolute 
value ASAT of the self-aligning torque deviation, when the 
absolute value ASAT of the self-aligning torque deviation is 
between Zero and a preset value ASAT1. 
0173. In the characteristic line Ls, the self-aligning torque 
gain K2 decreases with a relatively steep while the absolute 
value ASAT of the self-aligning torque deviation falls within 
the range where the absolute value IASAT exceeds the preset 
value ASAT and reaches a preset value ASAT2. 
0174 Moreover, in the characteristic line Ls, the self 
aligning torque gain K2 decreases with a relatively gentle 
slope in accordance with an increase in the absolute value 
ASAT of the self-aligning toque deviation when the absolute 
value ASAT exceeds the preset value SAT2. 
0.175. The driving wheel slip gain adjusting part 39 
includes a driving wheel slip estimating part 39A to set a 
driving wheel slip gain K3 based on the wheel rotation speeds 
VwL. VwR detected by the wheel rotation speed sensor 18, 
and again multiplying part 39B to multiply the driving wheel 
slip gain K3 set by the driving wheel slip estimating part 39A 
by a gain doubling command Iref23. 
0176). As shown in FIG. 12, the driving wheel slip estimat 
ing part 39A receives the left and right wheel rotation speeds 
VwFL, VwFR of the front wheels detected by the wheel 
rotation speed sensor 18 and the left and right wheel rotation 
speeds VwRL, VwRR of the rear wheels. 
0177. The driving wheel slip estimating part 39A includes 
an adder 391, a multiplier 392, an adder 393, a multiplier 394, 
subtracter 395, an absolute value circuit 396, and a gain 
calculating part 397. 
(0178. The adder 391 adds the left and right wheel speeds 
VwFL, VwFR of the front wheels. The multiplier 392 calcu 
lates an average value VwF of the front wheels by multiplying 
an added output from the adder 391 by /2. The adder 393 
calculates the left and right wheel speeds VwRL, VwRR of 
the rear wheels. 
(0179 The multiplier 394 calculates an average value VwR 
of the rear wheels by multiplying an added output from the 
adder 393 by /2. The subtractor 395 calculates a driving 
wheel rotation speed deviation AVw by subtracting the aver 
age value VwR of the rear wheels output from the multiplier 
394 from the average value VwF of the front wheels output 
from the multiplier 392. 
0180. The absolute value circuit 396 changes the driving 
wheel rotation speed deviation AVw output from the subtrac 
tor 395 to an absolute value. The gain calculating part 397 
calculates a driving wheel slip sensitive gain K4 based on the 
absolute value AVw of the driving wheel rotation speed 
deviation output from the absolute value circuit 396. 
0181. Here, the gain calculating part 397 calculates the 
driving wheel slip sensitive gain K3, by referring to the driv 
ing wheel slip sensitive gain calculating map shown in FIG. 
13, based on the absolute value |AVw of the input driving 
wheel rotation speed deviation AVw. As shown in FIG. 13, the 
driving wheel slip sensitive calculating map is set by a poly 
line characteristics line Lw such that the driving wheel slip 
gain K3 gradually decreases inaccordance with an increase in 
the absolute value AVw of the driving wheel rotation speed 
deviation AVw from 0. 
0182. In addition, the torque limiting part 32C includes a 
control output limiting value calculating part 40, and a limiter 
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41 to limit a gain double command Iref24 with an output 
limiting value Lim calculated by the control output limiting 
value calculating part 40 to output the second steering assist 
command Iref2. 
0183 The output limiting value calculating part 40 
receives the vehicle speedVs, the steering torque T, the motor 
angular Velocity (), the four-wheel wheel rotation speeds 
VwFL to vwFR. As shown in FIG. 14, the output limiting 
value calculating part 40 includes a wheel rotation speed error 
detecting part 40a, a wheel rotation speed limiting value 
calculating part 40b, a vehicle speed limiting value calculat 
ing part 40c, and a motor angular Velocity limiting value 
calculating part 40d. 
0.184 The wheel rotation speed error detecting part 40a 
detects whether an error of the four-wheel rotation speed 
sensor 18 based on the vehicle speed Vs, the steering wheel 
torque T, the motor angular Velocity (), and the four-wheel 
rotation speeds VwFL, VwFR, VwRL, and VwRR. When an 
error is detected, an error limiting value Lima of “O'” is set. In 
other words, in the wheel rotation speed error detecting part 
40a, a wheel rotation speed error detecting process shown in 
FIG. 15 is executed. 
0185. In this wheel rotation speed error detecting process, 

firstly, at step S1, a determination is made on whether or not 
a torque sensor error detecting flag Flg., indicating the occur 
rence of an error in the steering torque sensor 14, is set to “1” 
by a torque sensor error detecting process mentioned later. If 
the torque sensor error detecting flag Flg is set to “1, then the 
wheel rotation speed error detecting process is determined to 
have low reliability, and terminates the processing without 
change. 
0186. On the other hand, if the torque sensor error detect 
ing flag Flg is set to “0”, the processing proceeds to step S2, 
to determine whether or not the wheel speed Vs exceeds a 
threshold Vss which is set to a speed with which a straight 
driving state of a vehicle may be determined. If VssVss, it is 
determined that an error determination cannot be made, then 
the processing proceeds to step S3. 
0187. In step S3, where the torque sensor error detecting 
flag Flg is set to “0” representing that there is no error in the 
wheel rotation velocity, and in addition, the wheel rotation 
speed calculating value Lima is set to a maximum value 
Limamax not limiting the gain doubling torque command 
Iref2. The error determination processing terminates after the 
maximum value Limamax is output to the limiting value 
selecting part 40e. 
0188 Specifically, if Vs-Vss, it is determined that the 
straight driving state is determinable, and the processing pro 
ceeds to step S4. 
0189 At step S4, it is determined whether or not the abso 
lute value of the steering torque T is less than a threshold Ts 
with which straight driving state of the vehicle is determin 
able. If T2Ts, a determination is made that the steering 
torque T is large and stays in the steering state or in the wheel 
holding state, so the error determination cannot be made, and 
the processing proceeds back to step S3. If T-Ts, a determi 
nation is made to have a high possibility in which the vehicle 
is in the straight driving State, and the processing proceeds to 
step S5. 
0190. At step S5, a determination is made whether the 
absolute value of the motor angular Velocity () is Smaller than 
a threshold cos with which the straight driving state of the 
vehicle is determinable. If ()2(0s, it is determined that the 
error determination cannot be made, and the processing pro 
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ceeds back to step S2. Otherwise, if co<cos, it is determined 
that the vehicle is in the straight driving state, and the pro 
cessing proceeds forward to step S6. 
0191 At step S6, a determination is made on whether or 
not the absolute values of the left and right rotation speed 
differences AV wP, AVwR in the back and forth of each of the 
wheel rotation speeds VwFL to VwRR exceed the predefined 
threshold AVws. 
(0192. If the determination results satisfies AV wP AVws 
and AVwR2AVws, it is determined that the wheel rotation 
speeds VwFL to VwRR are normal, and the processing pro 
ceeds back to step S3. Otherwise, if AVwF)-AVws or AVwR 
>AVws, it is determined that a tire with the different diameter 
such as a temper tire is mounted to one of the four wheels or 
the vehicle rotation speed sensor itself is erroneous, and an 
erroris occurring in any of the wheel rotation speeds VwFL to 
VwRR, and the processing proceeds to step S7. 
0193 At step S7, the error determination flag Flaga, indi 
cating the occurrence of error in the wheel rotation speed, is 
set to “0”, the wheel rotation speed limiting value lima is set 
to “0”, and the processing terminates after it is output to the 
limiting value selecting part 40e. 
0194 In the processing shown in FIG. 15, the processing 
in step S2, and step S4 to step S6 correspond to the wheel 
rotation speed error detecting unit. The processing in step S7. 
the limiting value selecting part 40e, and the limiter 41 cor 
respond to the emergency command limiting part. 
0.195. Further, the front wheel rotation speed limiting 
value calculating part 40b is, for example, taking a rear drive 
vehicle as a target, for detecting an error of the wheel rotation 
speed due to disturbance, such as the case where the vehicle 
travels, so-called, on a split LL road, one of which is a low 
friction coefficient road Such as a Snow-covered road or a 
frozen road, and the other of which is a high friction coeffi 
cient road Such as a dry road, based on the motor angular 
velocity () and the wheel rotation speeds VwFL to VwRR. 
The wheel rotation speed limiting value calculating part 40b 
executes a wheel rotation speed limiting value calculating 
process shown in FIG. 16. 
0196. As shown in FIG. 16, the wheel rotation speed lim 
iting value calculating process is executed as timer interrupt 
processing invoked every preset time (e.g., 1 mSec). In the 
wheel rotation speed limiting value calculating process, first 
of all, at step S11, a determination is made whether or not the 
absolute value of the motor angular Velocity is Smaller than a 
threshold cos2 with which a steering state of the steering 
wheel 1 is determinable. If cols (os2, since it is determined 
that the steering wheel 1 is in the steering state and an error 
determination of the wheel rotation speed cannot be made, the 
wheel rotation speeds VwFL to VwRR are determined nor 
mal, and the processing proceeds to step S12. 
0.197 At step S12, a wheel rotation speed limiting value 
Limw is set to the maximum value Limwmax and then the 
processing proceeds to step S13, where the set wheel rotation 
speed limiting value Limw is output to the limiting value 
selecting part 40e. After that, the timer interrupt process is 
terminated, and the processing returns to a given main pro 
gram. 

0198 When the determination result at step S11 shows 
that the absolute value of the motor angular velocity () is 
Smaller than a threshold (02, the processing proceeds to step 
S14, where a determination is made whether or not the left 
and right wheel rotation speed difference AVwf of the font 
wheels that are driven wheels is smaller than a threshold 
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AVwfs2 used for determining whether the vehicle is in the 
wheel holding state. If the determination result satisfies 
|AVwF2AV wPS2, it is determined that the steering wheel 1 
is in the wheel holding State having an inner and outer wheel 
rotation speed difference, and the processing proceeds to step 
S15. 

0199. At step S15, a determination is made that the abso 
lute value of the left and right wheel rotation speed difference 
AVwR of the rear wheels that are driving wheels is smaller 
than a threshold AVwRs2 used for determining an error 
caused by a disturbance. If the determination result satisfies 
|AVwRAVwR2, it is determined that the absolute value of 
the left and right wheel rotation speed difference AVwR is 
larger also at the rear wheels. It is also determined to be in the 
wheel holding state having an inner and outer wheel speed 
difference and each of the wheel rotation speeds VwFL to 
WwRR is normal, and the processing proceeds to step S12. 
0200. The determination result at step S15 shows that the 
absolute value of the left and right wheel rotation speed 
difference AVwRof the rear wheels is smaller than the thresh 
old AVwRs2. A determination is made that the wheel rotation 
speed is changed due to the disturbance. Such as in the case 
where either of the wheel rotation speeds VwRL or VwRR of 
the rear wheels is traveling e.g. on the above-mentioned split 
uroad, and the processing proceeds to step S16. 
0201 At step S16, the wheel rotation speed limiting value 
Linw is calculated, by referring to the wheel rotation speed 
limiting value calculating map shown in FIG. 17, based on the 
left and right wheel rotation speed differences AVwR of the 
rear wheels and the threshold AVwRs2, or the absolute value 
of a deviation Avw between the left and right wheel rotation 
speed difference AV wF of the front wheels and the threshold 
AVwfs2, and then the processing proceeds to step S13. 
0202 Here, as shown in FIG. 17, the wheel rotation speed 
limiting value calculating map is represented by a character 
istic drawing in which the absolute value of the left and right 
wheel rotation speed difference AVw is taken as a horizontal 
axis and the wheel rotation speed limiting value Limw is 
taken as a vertical axis. The polygonal characteristic line Lw 
is set such that the wheel rotation speed limiting value Limw 
maintains the maximum value Limwmax where the wheel 
rotation speed difference AVw does not limit a control output 
while the absolute value of the left and right wheel rotation 
speed difference AVW falls within the range from “0” to the 
preset value AVwl. When the absolute value of the left and 
right rotation speed limiting value Limw exceeds the preset 
value AVwl, the wheel rotation speed limiting value Limw 
gradually decreases from the maximum value Limwmax in 
accordance with an increase in the absolute value of the left 
and right wheel rotation speed difference AVw, and then 
eventually coming to “0”. 
0203 Specifically, the determination result at step S14 
shows that the absolute value of the left and right wheel 
rotation speed difference AV wP of the front wheels that are 
driven wheels is smaller than the threshold AV wPs2, it is 
determined that the vehicle is in the straight driving state, and 
the processing proceeds to step S17. 
0204 At step S17, a determination is made whether or not 
the absolute value of the left and right wheel rotation speed 
difference AVwR of the rear wheels exceeds the threshold 
AVwRs2 used for determining an error due to disturbance. In 
this determination result, if the absolute value of the left and 
right rotation speed difference AV wP is smaller than the 
threshold AVwRs2, it is determined that the vehicle is in the 
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normal state where no change is occurring in the wheel rota 
tion speed due to a disturbance, and the processing proceeds 
to step S12. 
0205 The determination result at step S17 shows that the 
absolute value of the eight and left rotation speed difference 
AvwR of the rear wheels exceeds the threshold AvwRs2, it is 
determined that at least one of the wheel rotation speeds 
AwRL, VwRR of the rear wheels is affected by the distur 
bance, and the processing proceeds back to step S16. 
0206. At the processing shown in FIG. 16, the processing 
at step S11, S14, S15, and S17 correspond to the wheel 
rotation speed error detecting unit, and the processing at Step 
S16, the limiting value selecting part 40e, and the limiter 41 
correspond to the emergency command limiting unit. 
0207. The wheel limiting value calculating part 40c cal 
culates the wheel speed limiting value LimX, by referring to 
the wheel limiting value calculating map shown in FIG. 18. 
based on the wheel speed Vs. 
0208. Herein, as shown in FIG. 18, the vehicle speed cal 
culating map is represented by a polygonal characteristic line 
LV1 in which the maximum limiting value Limmax is main 
tained within the range the vehicle speedVs reaches the preset 
value Vs from Zero, and when the vehicle speed Vs exceeds 
the prescribed value Vs3, the vehicle speed limiting value 
limy gradually decreases in accordance with an increase in 
the vehicle speed Vs. When the vehicle speed Vs further 
exceeds the preset value Visa, the vehicle speed limiting value 
limy decreases by a large amount. 
0209. The motor angular velocity limiting value calculat 
ing part 40d calculates a motorangular Velocity limiting value 
Limm, by referring to the motor angular Velocity limiting 
value calculating map shown in FIG. 19, based on the motor 
angular Velocity (). 
0210 Here, as shown in FIG. 19, the motor angular veloc 

ity limiting value calculating map is represented by a charac 
teristic line LC) in which the maximum value Limmax is 
maintained within the range where the motor angular Velocity 
() reaches the set angular velocity ()2 produced by a drive 
steering or due to a road Surface reaction force from Zero, 
when the motor angular Velocity () exceeds the set angular 
Velocity (02, the motor angular velocity limiting value Limm 
decreases with a relatively steep slope in accordance with an 
increase in the motor angular Velocity (). 
0211. In addition, when an error limiting value Lima is 
input, the limiting value selecting part 40e outputs the error 
limiting value Lima to the limiter 41 as a limiting value Lim. 
When the error limiting value Lima is not input, the limiting 
value selecting part 40e makes a comparison among the 
wheel rotation speed limiting value Limw, the vehicle speed 
limiting value LimV, and the motor angular Velocity Limm, 
and the Smallest value is output as a control output limiting 
value Lim to the limiter 41. 

0212. Furthermore, the torque sensor error detecting part 
33 receives the steering torque T detected by the steering 
torque sensor 14, and executes a torque sensor error detecting 
process shown in FIG. 20 based on the steering torque T. 
0213. The torque sensor error detecting process is 
executed as a timer interrupt processing invoked every preset 
time (e.g. 1 mSec). In the torque sensor error detecting pro 
cess, firstly, at Step S21, the processing reads in the steering 
torque T detected by the steering torque sensor 14, and sec 
ondly, the processing proceeds to step S22, where a determi 
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nation is made on whether or not the steering torque read in 
step S21 satisfies steering torque sensor error detection con 
dition. 
0214. The steering torque sensor error detecting condition 
involves a case where a state that does not change overagiven 
time continues during driving of a vehicle, a case where a 
state that the steering torque T more than a preseterror thresh 
old due to powering continues over a given time, a case where 
a state that the steering torque T less than a preset error 
threshold due to earth fault continues over a given time, or the 
like. 
0215. Then, the determination result at step S22 shows 
that if the result does not satisfy the torque sensor error 
detection conditions i.e. the steering torque sensor 14 is nor 
mal, then the processing proceeds to step S23. The torque 
sensor error detecting flag Flg is set to “0”, and then the timer 
interrupt processing is terminated and the processing return to 
a given main program. 
0216. On the other hand, if the determination result at step 
S22 satisfies the torque sensor error detecting condition i.e. 
the steering torque sensor 14 is abnormal, then the processing 
proceeds to step S24. The torque sensor error detecting flag 
Flg is set to “1”, and then the timer interrupt processing is 
terminated and the processing returns to a given main pro 
gram. 
0217 Moreover, when the torque sensor error detecting 
flag Flg. to be set by the torque sensor error detecting part 33 
is reset to “0”, the command selecting part 34 selects the first 
steering assist command Iref1 calculated by the above-men 
tioned first steering assist torque command calculating part 
31. 
0218. In addition, if the torque sensor error detecting flag 
Flg is set to “1, the command selecting part 34 selects the 
second steering assist commend Iref2 calculated by the sec 
ond torque command calculating part 32. 
0219. Furthermore, the command selecting part 34 sets the 
selected first torque command Irefl or the second torque 
command Iref2 as a torque command Iref to supply to the rate 
limiter 35, where the torque command is output to an adder 
46, to be described later, after being suppressed an abrupt 
change of the torque commend Iref. 
0220. The command compensating part 22 includes at 
least a convergence compensating part 43 to compensate a 
convergence of the a yaw rate based on the motor angular 
Velocity () calculated by the motor angular Velocity calculat 
ing part 201 of the rotation information calculating part 20, 
and an inertia compensating part 44 to prevent a degradation 
of an inertia or control responsiveness by compensating a 
torque equivalent value caused by an inertia of the electric 
motor 12 based on the motor angular Velocity () calculated by 
the motor angular acceleration calculating part 202 of the 
rotation information calculating part 20. 
0221 Here, the convergence compensating part 43 
receives the motor angular Velocity () calculated by the motor 
angular velocity calculating part 201, and calculates a con 
Vergence compensation value Ic by multiplying a conver 
gence control gain Kc by the motor angular velocity (), so as 
to brake against a twisting and rotating operation of the steer 
ing wheel1, for the sake of improving the convergence of yaw 
of the vehicle. 
0222. Then, the inertia compensation value Ii calculated 
by the inertia compensating part 44 and a convergence com 
pensation value Ic calculated by the convergence compensat 
ing part 43 are added by an adder 45 to calculate a command 
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compensation value Icom. The commend compensation 
value Icom is added to the steering assist torque command 
Irefoutput from the steering assist torque command calculat 
ing part 21, described above, to calculate a compensated 
steering assist torque command Iref. The compensated Steer 
ing assist torque command Iref is output to the motor driving 
circuit 24. 

0223) An explanation will next be made to an operation of 
the first embodiment. 
0224 Now, let us Suppose that the steering torque sensor 
14 is in the normal state. The steering torque T detected by the 
steering torque sensor 14 in the torque sensor error detecting 
part 33 provided in the steering assist command calculating 
part 21 does not satisfy the torque sensor error condition. For 
this reason, the torques sensor error detecting flag Flgis set to 
“0”, and the torques sensor error detecting flag Flag is output 
to the command selecting part 34. 
0225. On that account, the command selecting part 34 
selects the first steering assist torque command calculating 
part 31 and variations of the first steering assist torque com 
mand Iref1 output from the front steering torque command 
calculating part 31 is limited by the rate limiter 35, and it is 
output as a steering assist command Iref to the adder 23. 
0226. At this moment, it is assumed that a vehicle is 
stopped with the steering wheel 1 as a neutral position in the 
straight driving state. At this state, when the steering wheel 1 
is not steered, the steering torque T detected by the steering 
torque sensor 14 is “0”, and the vehicle speed is also “0”. 
Thus, when the torque command calculating part 311 of the 
first steering assist torque command calculating part 31 refers 
to the steering assist torque command calculating map based 
on the steering torque T and the vehicle speedVs, the steering 
assist torque commend Irefb comes to “0” and the first steer 
ing assist commend Iref1 comes to “0” as well. 
0227. At this time, since the electric motor 12 is also 
stopped, the motorangular Velocity () calculated by the motor 
angular velocity calculating part 201 of the motor rotation 
information calculating part 20 and the motor angular accel 
eration C. calculated by the motor angular acceleration calcu 
lating part 202 are both “0”. Thus, the convergence compen 
sation value Ic calculated by the convergence compensating 
part 43 and the inertia compensation value Iicalculated by the 
inertia compensating part 44 come to “0”. Therefore, the 
commend compensation value Icom comes to “0” and the 
compensated Steering assist torque command Iref output 
from the adder 23 comes to “0” as well. 

0228 Consequently, a motor driving current output from 
the motor driving circuit 24 continuously outputs “0” and thus 
the electric motor 12 keeps a stop state. 
0229. In the stop state of the vehicle, when trying to steer 
the steering wheel to, a so-called Stationary Steering, the 
steering torque T detected by the steering torque sensor 14 
may have a relatively large value in response thereto. 
0230. Thereby, the steering assist torque command Iref1 
calculated by the first steering assist torque command calcu 
lating part 31 Suddenly increases in accordance with the steer 
ing torque T. 
0231. Even in this state, because the electric motor 12 is 
stopped, the motor angular Velocity () and the motor angular 
acceleration a continuously maintain “0”. Similarly, the con 
Vergence compensation value Ic calculated by the conver 
gence compensating part 43 of the command compensating 
part 22 and the inertia compensation value Ii calculated by the 
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inertia compensating part 44 continuously maintains “0” and 
hence the command compensation value Icom comes to “0” 
as well. 
0232 Because of this, the steering assist torque command 
Iref is output, as it is, as a compensated Steering assist torque 
command Iref, from the adder 23 to the motor driving circuit 
24. 
0233. Accordingly, the motor driving current Iref" in pro 
portion to the compensated Steering assist torque command 
Iref is output from the motor driving circuit 24 to the electric 
motor 12, and the electric motor 12 is rotationally driven to 
generate a steering assist force in proportion to the steering 
torque T. 
0234. The steering assist force generated by the electric 
motor 12 is transmitted to the steering shaft 2 to which a 
steering force is transmitted from the steering wheel 1 
through the decelerating mechanism 11. Accordingly, the 
steering force and the steering assist force are converted into 
a liner motion in a vehicle width direction by the steering gear 
mechanism 8. The left and right turning wheels WL, WR are 
turned through the tie rod 9, thereby steering the left and right 
turning wheels WL, WR with a light steering torque. 
0235 Driving control the electric motor 12 increases the 
motor angular Velocity () calculated by the motor angular 
Velocity calculating part 201 the rotation information calcu 
lating part 20 and the motor angular acceleration a calculated 
by the motor angular acceleration calculating part 202. 
Thereby, the command compensating part 22 calculates the 
convergence compensation Value Ic and the inertia compen 
sation value Ii and they are added to calculate the command 
compensation value Icom. By Supplying the calculated com 
mand compensation value Icom to the adder 46, the commend 
compensation value Icom is added to the steering assist 
torque command Iref to calculate the compensated steering 
assist torque commandiref. 
0236. In this way, the command compensating part 22 
performs command compensation processing, and in addi 
tion, the center responsiveness improving part 313 of the first 
steering assist torque command calculating part 31 differen 
tiates the steering torque T to ensure stability in the assist 
characteristics dead Zone and to compensate a static friction. 
The phase compensating part 312 performs a phase compen 
sation to the first steering assist command Iref1. 
0237 Moreover, when the vehicle is started, the steering 
assist torque command Irefb calculated by the torque com 
mand calculating part 311 in the first steering assist torque 
command calculating part 31 decreases with an increase in 
the vehicle speed Vs detected by the vehicle speed sensor 16. 
Thus, the optimum steering assist torque command Iref1 is set 
according to a driving condition of the vehicle, thereby allow 
ing an optimum steering assist control in accordance with the 
driving condition of the vehicle. 
0238. In the course of executing the optimum steering 
assist control, the wheel rotation speed error detecting part 
4.0a of the control output limiting value calculating part 40 
detects an error of the four-wheel rotation speed sensor 18. In 
the wheel rotation speed error detecting part 40a, when the 
straight driving conditions of the vehicle are satisfied, in 
which the vehicle speed Vs is more than or equal to the 
threshold Vss, the absolute value of the steering torque T is 
smaller than the threshold Ts, and the absolute value of the 
motor angular Velocity () is Smaller than the threshold (DS, a 
determination is made on whether or not the absolute values 
of the left and right rotation speed difference AV wP and 
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AVwR of each of the rotation speeds VwFL to VwRRexceeds 
the thresholds AV wPs, AVwRs. If the determination result 
satisfies |AV wP|<AVwFs and IAVwR<AVwRs, i.e. each of 
the wheel rotation speeds VwFL to VwRR is 
VwFLsV wPRsVwRLsVwRR, it is determined that each of 
the wheel rotation speeds VwfL to VwRR is normal, and a 
wheel rotation speed error flag Flgw is reset to “0”. 
0239. On the other hand, when the absolute value of the 
rotation speed difference AV wP (or AVwR) exceeds the 
threshold AV wPs (or AVwRs), a possibility could be consid 
ered that a rotation speed difference occurs caused by a tire 
with a different diameter, Such as a temper tire, is mounted on 
any one of the left and right wheels, or a defect occurs in the 
wheel rotation speed itself. In this case, the wheel rotation 
speed error flag Flgw is set to “1” by judging that the detected 
wheel rotation speeds VwFL to VwRR are not reliable. 
0240 However, even when the wheel rotation speed error 
flag 
0241 Flgw is set to “1”, when the steering torque sensor 
14 is normal, there is no possibility that the second steering 
assist torque command calculating part 32 to calculate the 
self-aligning estimation value SAT by use of the wheel rota 
tion speeds VwFL to VwRR is selected. Therefore, the opti 
mum steering assist control will be continued. 
0242 Nevertheless, while the vehicle is being driven, the 
steering torque sensor 14 falls into an error condition, and 
when the steering torque T satisfies the error detection con 
dition, the torque sensor error detecting flag Flg is set to “1” 
by the torque sensor error detecting part 33. Thus, the com 
mand selecting part 34 selects the second steering assist 
torque command calculating part 32, instead of the aforesaid 
first steering torque assist command calculating part 31. 
0243 At this moment, when the wheel rotation speeds 
VwFL to VwRR output from the four-wheel rotation speed 
sensor 18 are detected to be normal by the wheel rotation 
speed error detecting part 4.0a of the control output limiting 
value calculating part 40, the wheel rotation speed error lim 
iting value Lima output from the wheel rotation speed error 
detecting part 4.0a is set to the maximum value LimamX not 
limiting the control output. 
0244. In the second steering assist torque command cal 
culating part 32, the wheel rotation speeds Vw.L., VwR of the 
left and right wheels W1, WR are detected by the wheel 
rotation speed sensor 18L, 18R, respectively, and the detected 
wheel rotation speeds Vw.L. VwR are supplied to the self 
aligning torque estimating part 32A. Therefore, the vehicle 
speed equivalent value Vs' is detected by the average value 
calculating part 324 of the self-aligning torque estimating 
part 32A. In addition, the equation (1) is calculated by the 
self-aligning torque initial estimating part 321 to calculate 
wheel rotation speed difference AVwf based on the wheel 
rotation speeds VwFL, V wifR of the front wheels. Based on 
the calculated wheel rotation speed difference AV wP, the 
self-aligning toque initial estimation value SATi is estimated 
by referring to the self-aligning torque calculating map shown 
in FIG. 4. 

0245. Then, the estimated self-aligning torque initial esti 
mation value SATi is subjected to a low pass filtering process 
by the low pass filter 328 to produce a noise-reduced self 
aligning torque initial estimation value SATi". The self-align 
ing torque initial estimation value SAT' is subjected to phase 
compensation by the phase correction part 331 using the 
vehicle speed equivalent value Vs' to thereby calculate a 
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self-aligning torque estimation value. Further, the gain K is 
multiplied to calculate the second steering assist torque com 
mand Iref2. 
0246 While the vehicle is being driven, when the vehicle 

is in the straight driving state, the self-aligning torque initial 
estimation value SATialso comes to “0”, as the wheel rotation 
speed difference AVwF is “0”. Thereby, the electric motor 12 
maintains the stop state. 
0247. When transferring from the straight driving state to 
a turning-driving state by steering the steering wheel 1, a 
difference is generated between the left and right rotation 
speeds VwfL, V wifR depending on a turning radius in the 
turning-driving state. On that account, the wheel rotation 
speed difference AVwf becomes a relatively small value in 
the low vehicle speedVs, as a difference between the left and 
right wheel rotation speeds Vw.L. VwR that are set to a 
numerator is extremely small. Therefore, the self-aligning 
torque initial estimation value SAT calculated by the self 
aligning force initial estimating part 321, by referring to the 
self-aligning torque initial estimation map shown in FIG. 4 
comesto a relatively small value. 
0248. The self-aligning initial estimation value SATi is 
subjected to the low pass filtering by the low pass filter 328, 
and is subjected to the phase correction by the phase correc 
tion part 331 using the vehicle equivalent value Vs. This 
enables correct estimation of the self-aligning torque SAT 
input from a road Surface to a rack shaft of the steering gear 
mechanism 8 while the vehicle is being driven. 
0249. Then, a gain adjusting process is applied to the 
estimated self-aligning torque estimation value SAT by the 
gain adjusting part 32B, and in addition, a torque liming 
process is applied by the torque limiting part 32C. Thereby, 
the second steering assist torque command Iref2 taking 
account of the self-aligning torque SAT is calculated. 
0250. The second steering assist torque command Iref2 is 
Supplied via the command selecting part 34 and the rate 
limiter 35 to the adder 23. The compensated steering assist 
torque command Iref obtained by adding the command com 
pensation value Icom by the adder 23 is supplied to the motor 
driving circuit 24. As a result, the motor driving circuit 24 
generates the steering assist force taking account of the self 
aligning torque SAT, thereby continuing the steering assist 
control. 

(0251 When the vehicle speed vs of the vehicle is fast, the 
wheel rotation speed difference AV wF becomes larger calcu 
lated by the following the equation (1), as the difference 
between the left and right wheel steering rotation speeds 
VwFL and VwfR get larger. In accordance therewith, a side 
slip angle B calculated by the self-aligning torque initial esti 
mation part 321, by referring to the sideslip angle calculating 
map may shown in FIG.4, have a larger value. Therefore, the 
self-aligning torque initial estimation value SATi calculated 
by referring to the self-aligning initial estimation calculating 
map of FIG. 5 has a relatively larger value as well. 
0252. The self-aligning torque initial torque estimation 
value SATi is subjected to the low pass filtering by the low 
pass filter 328 and is subjected to the phase correction by the 
phase correction part 331 using the vehicle speed equivalent 
value Vs'. This enables correct estimation of the self-aligning 
torque SAT input from a road surface to a rack shaft the of 
steering gear mechanism 8 while the vehicle is being driven. 
0253) The estimated self-aligning torque estimation value 
SAT is subjected to gain adjustment by the gain adjusting part 
32B and the torque is limited by the torque limiting part 32C. 
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The second steering assist torque command Iref2 is calcu 
lated taking account of the self-aligning torque SAT. The 
second steering assist torque command Iref2 is Supplied via 
the command selecting part 34 and the rate limiter 35 to the 
adder 23. Accordingly, the motor driving circuit 24 can gen 
erate a steering assist force taking account of the self-aligning 
torque SAT to continue the steering assist control. 
0254 According to the above first embodiment, when the 
steering torque sensor 14 falls into an error State, the self 
aligning torque estimating part 32A estimates a reaction force 
from the road Surface and calculates the necessary second 
steering assist torque command Iref2. The electric motor 12 is 
driven and controlled based on the second steering assist 
torque command Iref2. 
0255. This allows generation of a steering assist force at 
the electric motor 12 according to the reaction force from the 
road Surface, whereby a steering assist control necessary for 
steering continues even after an error occurs at the steering 
torque sensor 14. Hence, as the reaction force from the road 
Surface is taken into consideration, the optimum steering 
assist force may be generated depending on a change in 
steering angle (p even when the vehicle travels on roads, Such 
as a low rainfall road, a frozen road, or a Snow-covered road 
having a low speed Surface friction coefficient. 
0256 In addition, the self-aligning torque initial estima 
tion value SATi is calculated by use of the wheel rotation 
speed sensors 18RL, 18RR for use in another anti-lock brak 
ing system. This Suppresses an increase in part counts, thus 
reducing the costs. 
0257. When the steering torque sensor 14 is in the normal 
state and the vehicle is in the Straight driving state, however, 
if the wheel rotation speed error detecting part 4.0a in the 
aforementioned control output limiting value calculating part 
40 detects mounting of a tire with a different diameter such as 
a temper tire or an error is occurring at at least one of the 
four-wheel rotation speed sensor 18, at least one of the wheel 
rotation speeds VwFL to VwRR output from the four-wheel 
rotation speed sensor 18 contains an error value. Because of 
this, the second steering assist torque command calculating 
part 32 uses these wheel rotation speeds VwFL to VwRR to 
calculate the self-aligning torque estimation command SAT. 
The gain of Such a calculated self-aligning torque estimation 
value SAT is adjusted by the gain adjusting part 32B, but the 
reliability of the calculated second steering assist torque com 
mand Iref2 will decrease. 

0258 Thus, when an error of the wheel rotation speed 
sensor 18 is detected by the wheel rotation speed error detect 
ing part 4.0a in the control output limiting value calculating 
part 40, the wheel rotation speed error limiting value limw is 
set to “O'”. Consequently, the wheel rotation speed error lim 
iting value Limw of “O'” is selected by the limiting value 
selecting part 40e, and is Supplied to the limiter 41 as a 
limiting value Lim, whereby the second steering assist com 
mand Iref2 is limited by the limiter 41 to “0”. 
0259 For that reason, only the command compensating 
value Icom is supplied to the motor driving circuit 24 from the 
torque command compensating part 22 in response to the 
driving state of the electric motor 12 until then. The rotation 
speed of the electric motor 12 decreases, and in accordance 
therewith the command compensation value Icom decreases. 
Hence, driving of the electric motor 12 is soon stopped and 
the steering assist control is stopped with this. 
0260. In this manner, when the steering torque sensor 14 is 
a normal state, the wheel rotation speed error detecting part 
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4.0a of the control output limiting value calculating part 40 
detects an error of the wheel rotation speeds VwfL to VwRR 
detected by the four-wheel rotation speed sensor 18, every 
time the wheel is in the straight driving state. While the error 
of the rotation speeds VwFL to VwRR is detected, when an 
error of the steering torque sensor 14 is detected by the torque 
sensor error detecting part 33, the second steering assist 
torque command Iref2 calculated based on the wheel rotation 
speeds VwFL to VwRR is limited to “0”. Thus, driving of the 
electric motor 12 is stopped, and the steering assist control is 
stopped. 
0261 Hence, it prevents the occurrence of self-steering 
and control error output, resulting from calculation of the 
second steering torque command Iref2, based on the errone 
ous wheel rotation speed. 
0262 Even through the four-wheel rotation speed sensor 
18 is in the normal state, once a vehicle runs on the splitu road 
mentioned above, or the vehicle rotation speed is limited 
caused by the activation of the anti-lock braking system, the 
second steering assist torque command Iref2 will be affected 
even when the wheel rotation speeds VwFL to VwRR are 
temporarily changed due to the disturbance. 
0263. In this case, the wheel rotation speed limiting value 
calculating part 40b in the control output limiting value cal 
culating part 40 executes at all times a wheel rotation speed 
limiting process shown in FIG. 16. At that time, when the 
vehicle is in the straight driving state and when the vehicle is 
in a regular circular turning state, an absolute value of the 
motor angular velocity () is smaller than a threshold cos2. 
Thus, in the wheel rotation speed limiting process shown in 
FIG. 16, the processing shifts from step S11 to step s14, and 
it is determined whether or not the absolute value of the left 
and right wheel rotation speed difference AVwf of the front 
wheels that are driven wheels is smaller than a threshold 
AVWFS2. 

0264. Here, if the absolute value of the left and right rota 
tion speed difference AV wP of the front wheels is larger than 
or equal to the threshold AV wPs2, it is determined that the 
vehicle is in the regular circular turning state while in the 
wheel holding state, and the processing proceeds to step S15. 
As a determination result at step S15, if the left and right 
wheel rotation speed difference AVwR of the rear wheels is 
more than the threshold AVwRs2, it is determined that the 
front wheel side and the rear wheel side cause the left and 
right wheel rotation speed difference more than the threshold. 
The vehicle is in the steering holding state where the vehicle 
is performing the regular circular turning. On this occasion, it 
is determined that each of the wheel rotation speeds VwFL to 
VwRR is in the normal state, and the processing proceeds to 
step S12. 
0265 Hence, the maximum value Limwmax which does 
not limita control output as the wheel rotation speed limiting 
value limw, and the wheel rotation speed limiting value Limw 
is output to the limiting value selecting part 40e. Accordingly, 
again doubling command Iref24 is not limited by the wheel 
rotation speed limiting value Limw, and so the gain doubling 
command Iref24 is output as it is as the second steering assist 
torque command Iref2. 
0266. However, in the state where the absolute value of the 
left and right wheel rotation speed difference AV wP of the 
front wheels is more than or equal to the threshold AV wPs2. 
and where the absolute value of the left and right wheel 
rotation speed difference AVwR of the rear wheels is smaller 
than the threshold VwRs2, it indicates the wheel holding state 
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where there is a difference between inside and outside wheels 
at the front wheels that are the driven wheels, whereas it 
indicates the straight driving state at the rear wheels that are 
the driving wheels. Therefore, for example, a wheel that is an 
inside wheel of the rear wheels travels on a road having a 
super low friction coefficient and a wheel that is the outside 
wheel travels on a road having a high friction coefficient. 
Accordingly, it is determined that a the inside wheel of the 
driving wheel slips on the road having a low friction coeffi 
cient, and the wheel rotation speeds VwRL to VwRR of the 
corresponding wheels are changed. 
0267 Hence, the processing proceeds from step S15 to 
step S16, where the wheel rotation speed limiting value Limw 
is calculated by referring to the wheel rotation speed limiting 
value calculating map shown in FIG. 17, based on an absolute 
value of a deviation AVwr between the absolute value of the 
left and right wheel rotation speed difference AVwR of the 
rear wheels and the threshold AVwR2. At that time, when the 
absolute value of the left and right wheel rotation speed 
difference AVwR of the rear wheels is a value close to the 
threshold AVwRs2 and is smaller than a preset value AVwl, 
the wheel rotation speed limiting value Limw is set to the 
maximum value limwmax that does not limit the gain dou 
bling command Iref24. 
0268. Nevertheless, when the absolute value of the devia 
tion AVw between the absolute value of the left and right 
wheel rotation speed difference AVwR of the rear wheels and 
the absolute value of the threshold AVwRs2 exceeds a preset 
value AVwl, a wheel rotation speed limiting value Limw 
Smaller than the maximum value limwmax is calculated 
depending on the absolute value of the deviation AVw at that 
time. The wheel rotation speed limiting value Limaw is Sup 
plied to the limiting value selecting part 40e. 
0269. In the limiting value selecting part 40e, when the 
wheel rotation speed limiting value Limw is smaller than the 
vehicle speed limiting value limy, the wheel rotation speed 
limiting value Limw is selected as a limiting value Lim and is 
supplied to the limiter 41. 
0270 Consequently, the second steering assist torque lim 
iting value Iref2 obtained by limiting the gain doubling com 
mand value Iref24 by the wheel rotation speed limiting value 
limw is output from the limiter 41. Thereby, an influence of a 
change in the wheel rotating speed due to the disturbance is 
alleviated, thus securely preventing self-steering and a con 
trol error output. 
0271 Further, in the state where it is determined that the 
left and right wheel rotation speed difference AV wP of the 
front wheels that are driven wheels is smaller than the thresh 
old AVwfs2, and is in the straight driving state, when the 
absolute value of the left and right rotation speed difference 
AVwR of the rear wheels that are driving wheels is smaller 
than or equal to the threshold AVwRs.3, it is determined that 
the wheel rotation speeds VwFL to VwRR are normal. 
0272. On the other hand, in the state where it is determined 
that the left and right rotation speed difference AV wP of the 
front wheels that are driven wheels is less than the threshold 
AVwfs2, and the vehicle is in the straight driving state, when 
the absolute value of the left and right wheel rotation speed 
difference AVwR of the rear wheels that are the driving 
wheels is more than the threshold AVwRs.3, a wheel at the 
inside turning wheel of the rear wheel (or the outside wheel) 
runs on the road having the low friction coefficient, and a 
wheel at the outside wheel (or the inside wheel) runs on the 
road having high friction coefficient. It is determined that a 
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wheel slip is occurring in the wheel having the low friction 
coefficient and is determined that corresponding wheel rota 
tion speed is increased, and the processing proceeds to step 
S16. 

0273 Thus, the wheel rotation speed limiting value limw 
is calculated, referring to the wheel rotation speed limiting 
value calculating map shown in FIG. 17, based on the abso 
lute value of the deviation AVw between the absolute value of 
the left and right wheel rotation speed difference AVwR of the 
rear wheels and the threshold AVwRs.3, and the calculated 
wheel rotation speed limiting value limw is output to the 
limiting value selecting part 40e. 
0274. Accordingly, when the wheel rotation speed limit 
ing value limw is the Smallest value, the wheel rotation speed 
limiting value Limw is selected, and is output to the limiter 41 
as an output limiting value Lim. Thereby, a value in which the 
gain doubling command Iref24 limited by the wheel rotation 
speed limiting value limw is output from the limiter 41 as a 
second steering assist torque command Iref2, and is output to 
the motor driving circuit 24 via the command selecting part 
34. On the account, even if an error occurs in the wheel 
rotation speed, the electric motor 12 is rotationally driven 
with the second steering assist torque command Iref2 which 
is limited by the wheel rotation speed limiting value Limw. 
and is allowed to continue a steering assist control while 
securely preventing the self-steering and the control error 
output. 
0275 Incidentally, while in the first embodiment, an 
explanation is made by giving an example where the control 
ler 15 is configured by hardware, not limited thereto, a micro 
computer may be applied as the controller 15, to process by 
Software all the functions covering the rotation information 
calculating part 20, the steering assist torque command cal 
culating part 21, and the command compensating part 22. A 
processing Supposable, in this case, would have only to 
execute by microcomputer the steering assist control process 
ing shown in FIG. 21. 
0276. Here, as shown in FIG.21, the steering assist control 
processing is executed as timer interrupt process invoked for 
every predetermined time (e.g., 1 mSec). First, at step S31, 
detected values detected by various sensors such as the steer 
ing torque sensor 14, the vehicle speed sensor 16, the motor 
rotation angle sensor 17, and the wheel rotation speed sensor 
18 are read. 

0277. Then, the processing proceeds to step S32 where the 
steering rotation speed sensor defect detecting processing 
shown in FIG. 16 is executed. Subsequently, the processing 
proceeds to step S33 where the tore sensor error detecting flag 
Flg is read which is set by the torque sensor error detecting 
processing shown in FIG. 20, and it is determined on whether 
or not the torque sensor error detecting flag Flg is set to “0”. 
0278 If the torque sensor error detecting flag Flg is reset to 
“0”, the processing proceeds to step S34, or also if the torque 
sensor error detecting flag Flg is set to “1, the processing 
proceeds to step S45. 
0279. At step 34, a steering assist torque commandirefb is 
calculated, referring to the aforementioned steering assist 
torque command calculating map, based on the steering 
torque T, and then the processing proceeds to step S35. 
0280 At step S35, a phase compensation processing is 
applied to the calculated Steering assist torque command Irefb 
to calculate a phase compensated Steering assist torque com 
mand Irefb". Then, the processing proceeds to step S36 where 
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the steering torque T is differentiated to calculated a center 
responsiveness improving value Ir. In turn, the processing 
proceeds to step S37. 
0281 At step S37, the center responsiveness improving 
value Ir is added to the phase compensated Steering assist 
torque command Irefb" to calculate a first steering assist 
torque command Iref1 (=Irefb--Ir). The first steering assist 
torque command Iref1 is stored for update in a torque com 
mand storage memory of a memory Such as a RAM, as a 
steering assist torque command Iref1, and then the processing 
proceeds to step S38. 
0282. At step S38, the motor angle 0 is differentiated to 
calculate the motor angular Velocity (), Then, the processing 
proceeds to step S39 where the motor angular velocity () is 
differentiated to calculate a motor angular acceleration C. 
0283. In turn, the recessing proceeds to step S40 where a 
compensation coefficient Kc which is set depending on the 
vehicle speed Vs is multiplied by the motor angular velocity 
() in the same way as the convergence compensating part 43 
to calculate a convergence compensation value Ic, and then 
the processing proceeds to step S41. 
0284. At step S41, as with the inertia compensating part 
44, an inertia compensation value Ii is calculated based on the 
motor angular acceleration C. Then, the processing proceeds 
to step S42 where the convergence compensation value Ic and 
the inertia compensation value Ii calculated at steps S40, S41 
are added to the steering assist torque command Iref stored in 
the torque command storage area of the memory such as 
RAM to calculate a compensated steering assist torque com 
mand Iref, and then the processing proceeds to step S43. 
0285 At the step S43, a maximum limiting processing is 
applied to the calculated limited Steering assist torque com 
mand 
0286 Iref to calculate a compensated limited steering 
assist torque command iref". Then, the processing proceeds 
to step S44 where the calculated limited Steering assist torque 
command Iref" is output to the motor driving circuit 24 to 
drive the electric motor 12. 
0287. In the meanwhile, when the determined resultatstep 
S23 shows that the sensor error detecting flag Flg is setto “1”, 
it is determined that the steering torque sensor 14 is error, and 
the processing proceeds to step S45. At step S45, a wheel 
rotation speed error flag Flga is read which is set by the wheel 
rotation speed error detecting processing shown in FIG. 15. If 
the wheel rotation speed error flag Flga is set to “1, it is 
determined that the four-wheel rotation speed sensor 18 is 
abnormal, and the processing proceeds to step S46, where the 
steering assist control is stopped, and then the steering assist 
control processing is terminated. 
0288. When the determined result at step S45 shows that 
the wheel rotation speed error sensor flag Flga is reset to “0”. 
it is determined that the four-wheel rotation speed sensor 18 is 
normal, and the processing proceeds to step S47. The wheel 
rotation speeds AVwF in the equation (1) is calculated based 
on the wheel rotation speeds VwFL, VwFR of the front 
wheels that are driven wheels. The sideslip angle B of the 
vehicle is calculated, by referring to the sideslip angle calcu 
lating map shown in FIG. 5, based on the calculated wheel 
sideslip angle B. The self-aligning torque initial estimation 
value SATi is subjected to the low pass filtering and the phase 
compensation processing to calculate the self-aligning torque 
estimation value SAT. 
0289 Next, the processing proceeds to step S48 where a 
determination is made on whether or not in which steering 
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state the vehicle is among the wheel over-steering State, the 
wheel turning-back state, or the wheel holding state, based on 
the calculated self-aligning torque estimation value SAT and 
the motor angular Velocity (). Depending on the determined 
steering state, a steering gain KO is calculated referring to the 
steering state sensitive gain calculating map. 
0290 The processing then proceeds to step S49 where the 
calculated steering state gain KO is multiplied by the self 
aligning torque estimation value SAT calculated at step S39 to 
calculate again doubling command Iref21 (=SATK0). 
0291. The processing proceeds to step S50 where a vehicle 
speed sensitive gain K1 is calculated, by referring to the 
vehicle speed sensitivity gain calculating map shown in FIG. 
9, based on the average value of the four-wheel rotation 
speeds Vw FL to vwFR and the vehicle speed Vs. The pro 
cessing then proceeds to step S51 where the calculated 
vehicle speed sensitive gain K1 is multiplied by the gain 
doubling commend Iref21 to calculate again doubling com 
mand Iref22 (=Iref21 *K1). 
0292. Then, the processing proceeds to step S52 where the 
aforementioned equations (2) and (3) are computed, utilizing 
a vehicle model, based on the four-wheel rotation speeds 
VwFL to VwRR and the motor angle 0 to calculate a self 
aligning torque calculating value SATo. A deviation ASAT is 
calculated between the calculated self-aligning torque calcu 
lating value SATo and the self-aligning estimation value SAT 
calculated at step S47. The self-aligning torque gain K2 is 
calculated, by referring to the self-aligning torque calculating 
map shown in FIG. 11 based on the calculated absolute value 
ASAT of the calculated deviation ASAT. 
0293. The processing then proceeds to step S53 where the 
calculated self-aligning torque gain K2 is multiplied by the 
gain doubling command Iref22 to calculate again doubling 
command Iref23 (=Iref22*K2). 
0294 The processing next proceeds to step S54 where a 
driving wheel slip ratio AVw based on the four-wheel rotation 
speeds VwFL to VwRR, and a driving wheel slip ratio K3 is 
calculated, by referring to the driving wheel map calculating 
map shown in FIG. 13, based on the absolute value |AVw 
thereof. 
0295 The processing proceeds to step S55 where the cal 
culated driving wheel slip gain K3 is multiplied by the gain 
doubling command Iref23 to calculate again doubling com 
mand Iref24 (=Iref23*K3). 
0296. Then, the processing proceeds to step S56 where the 
vehicle speed limiting value Limv is calculated, by referring 
to vehicle speed limiting value calculating map shown in FIG. 
18, based on the vehicle speed Vs. The processing in turn 
proceeds to step S57 where a motor angular velocity limiting 
value Limm is calculated, by referring to the motor angular 
velocity limiting value calculating map shown in FIG. 19. 
based on the motor angular Velocity (). 
0297. The processing proceeds to step S58 where the 
wheel rotation speed limiting value calculating processing 
shown in FIG. 16 is performed based on the four-wheel rota 
tion speeds VwFL to VwRR and the motor angular velocity 9 
to calculate the wheel rotation speed limiting value Limw. 
0298. The processing proceeds to step S59 where a mini 
mum value of the vehicle speed limiting value limy, the motor 
angular velocity limiting value limm, and the wheel rotation 
speed limiting value Limw is determined as an output control 
limiting value Lim. Then, the processing proceeds to step 
S60. At step S60, the gain doubling command Iref24 is lim 
ited with the determined output limiting value Lim to calcu 
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late the second steering assist torque command value Iref2. 
The calculated second steering assist torque command value 
Iref2 is stored for update to a preset command storage area 
with it as the steering assist torque command Iref, and then the 
processing proceeds to step S38. 
0299. In the processing in FIG. 21, the processing at step 
S34 corresponds to the emergency Switching unit, the pro 
cessing at steps S34 to S37 correspond to the first torque 
command calculating unit, the processing at Steps S47 to S60 
correspond to the second torque command calculating unit, 
among those, the processing at steps S38 to S44 to the motor 
control unit, the processing at step S48 to step S55 correspond 
to the gain adjusting unit, and the processing at steps S45. 
S46, and S58 to S60 correspond to the emergency command 
limiting unit, respectively. 
0300. In this way, by executing the steering assist control 
processing shown in FIG. 21, the processing at steps S34 to 
S37 in the steering assist control processing shown in FIG. 21 
are performed using the microcomputer as with the aforesaid 
first embodiment, when the steering torque sensor 14 is nor 
mal, to thereby calculate the first steering assist torque com 
mand Iref1. Further, when the steering torque sensor 14 is 
abnormal and the four-wheel rotation speed sensor 18 is 
normal, the processing at steps S47 to S59 are executed to 
calculate the second steering assist torque command Iref2. 
Accordingly, based on the wheel rotation speeds VwFL to 
VwRR, the self-aligning torque SAT that is a reaction force 
from the road surface which is to be input to the rack shaft of 
the steering gear, based on the wheel rotation speeds VwFL to 
VwRR. Gain adjustment and gain limitation are applied to the 
estimated self-aligning torque SAT, to calculate the second 
steering assist torque command Iref2. 
0301 On that account, when the steering torque sensor 14 

is normal, the electric motor 12 is drive controlled based on 
the first steering assist torque command Iref1 for a correct 
steering assist control. Otherwise, when an error is occurring 
in the steering torque sensor 14, when the wheel rotation 
speed sensor 18 is normal, the self-aligning torque SAT is 
estimated based on the wheel rotation speeds VwfL to 
VwFR. Again adjustment and a torque control are applied to 
the estimated self-aligning torque SAT to calculate the second 
steering torque command Iref2. 
0302) Thus, even when the steering torque sensor 14 is 
transferred from the normal state to the error state, it allows 
calculation of the optimum steering assist control based on 
the second steering assist torque command Iref2. 
0303. Further, where the steering torque sensor 14 falls 
into the error state, when the wheel rotation speed sensor 18 
is abnormal, the steering assist control is stopped. 
0304 Furthermore, when the anti-lock braking system is 
activated, it affects on the four-wheel rotation speeds VwfL 
to VwRR as well. 

0305. In this situation, in the wheel rotation speed error 
detecting processing, when the wheel rotation speed error 
detecting processing shows that the state indicating whether 
the absolute value of the left and right wheel rotation speed 
VV wP of the front wheels is smaller than the threshold 
AVwfs2, and a state indicating whether or not the absolute 
value of the left and right wheel rotation speed difference 
AVwR of the rear wheels smaller than the threshold AVwRs2 
are matched to each other, it is determined that respective 
wheel rotation speeds VwFL to VwRR are normal. If the both 
states do not match, the wheel rotation speed is changed by 
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activation of the anti-lock braking system and that the change 
in the wheel rotation speed is caused due to the disturbance. 
0306 When a change in the wheel rotation speed occurs, 
reading a braking command of the anti-lock braking system 
may identify which wheel is in the braking state. Hence, a 
wheel rotation speed limiting value Limw may be calculated, 
by referring to the wheel rotation speed limiting value calcu 
lating map shown in FIG. 17, based on the absolute value of 
the wheel rotation speed difference of the front wheel or the 
rear wheel including the wheel and the absolute value of the 
deviation from the threshold. 
0307 While In the first embodiment, an explanation is 
made as to the case where a rear wheel driving vehicle is a 
target, not limited thereto, the present invention may be 
applied to a front wheel driving car or to a four-diving car. 
Herein, when the present invention is applied to the front 
wheel vehicle, it has only to take a front wheel as a driving 
wheel and a rear wheel as a coupled driving wheel. 
0308 Instead, when the present invention is to be applied 
to the four-wheel driving car, in the processing shown in FIG. 
16, when the state indicating whether the absolute value of the 
left and right wheel rotation speed difference AV wP of the 
front wheels is smaller than the threshold AV wP, and the state 
indicating whether the absolute value of the left and right 
wheel rotation speed difference AVwR is smaller than the 
threshold AVwRs2are matched to each other, it is determined 
that the wheel rotation speeds VwFL to VwRR are normal. 
Otherwise, when the both is not matched to each other, it is 
determined that the wheel rotation speed VwFL or VwFR of 
the front wheels, or the wheel rotation speedVwRL or VwRR 
of the rear wheels are error due to the disturbance. 
0309 While In the first embodiment, an explanation is 
made as to the case where when the vehicle speed limiting 
value Limw is calculated by the vehicle speed value limiting 
part 40c, the vehicle speed Vs detected by the vehicle speed 
sensor 16 is used, not limited thereto, a vehicle speed may be 
applied, which is calculated based on the wheel rotation 
speeds VwFL to VwRR detected by the wheel rotation speed 
sensor 18. 
0310. An explanation will next be made to a second 
embodiment of the present invention deferring to FIG. 22 to 
FIG. 24. 
0311. In the second embodiment, a motor angle 0 detected 
by the motor angle signal sensor 200 is also supplied to the 
wheel rotation speed limiting value calculating part 40b in the 
control output limiting value calculating part 40 of the torque 
limiting part 32C, and the wheel rotation speed limiting value 
is calculated using the motor angle 0. 
0312 That is, in the second embodiment, as shown in FIG. 
22, the motor angle 0 is input to the control output limiting 
value calculating part 40, and as show in FIG. 23, the motor 
angle 0 is input to the wheel rotation speed limiting value 
calculating part 40b. 
0313. In the wheel rotation speed limiting value calculat 
ing part 40b, as with the aforementioned first embodiment, 
the wheel rotation speed limiting value calculating process 
ing shown in FIG. 16 is executed based on the motor angular 
Velocity (), and the wheel rotation speed limiting value cal 
culating processing shown in FIG. 24 is executed. 
0314. The wheel rotation limiting value calculating pro 
cessing shown FIG. 24 is executed as timer interrupt process 
invoked for every preset time (e.g. 1 msec). First, at step S71, 
the motor angle 0 (n) and the four-wheel rotation angles 
VwFL to VwRR are read and they are written in a first stage 
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of a shift register with a predefined wheel rotation m stages 
individually reserved in a memory such as RAM. Then, the 
processing proceeds to step S72. 
0315. At step S72, the motor angels 0(n) to 0 (n-m-1) 
stored in the shift register are read and is determined whether 
the motor angle is changed. The judgment is made by deter 
mining whether a variable Ow obtained by subtracting the 
maximum value from the minimum value of the motor angles 
0(n) to 0 (n-m-1) is less than or equal to the threshold Ows 
which is determinable that the predefined set motor angle is 
hardly changed. 
0316. When the determined result at step S72 shows that 
an angular variation of the motor occurs, the timer interrupt 
process is terminated as it is, and the processing returns to the 
main program. Otherwise, when the angular variation of the 
motor does not occur, the processing proceeds to step S73. 
0317. At step S73, a determination is made on whether or 
not the left and right rotation angle difference AV wP(n) to 
AVwf (n-m-1) of the front wheels is a substantially constant 
value. Even in this case, it is determined whether or not a 
variation width Wf obtained by subtracting the minimum 
value from the maximum value of the left and right rotation 
angle difference AV wF(n) to AV wP(n-m-1) is smaller than 
or equal to a threshold Wfs in which the variation width Wf 
can be regarded the left and right wheel rotation speed AV wP 
as COinStant. 

0318 When the determined result at step S73 shows that 
the left and right wheel rotation speed difference AVwf of the 
front wheels is constant, the processing proceeds to step S74 
to determine whether or not the left and right wheel rotation 
speed difference VwR(n) to AVwR(n-m-1) is varied. If a 
variation is occurring in the left and right wheel rotation speed 
difference AVwR (n) to AvwR (n-m-1), it is determined that 
an error exists in the wheel rotation speeds VwRL or VwRR 
of the rear wheels, and the processing proceeds to step S75. 
0319. At step S75, the wheel rotation speed limiting value 
Limw2 is calculated, by referring to the wheel rotation speed 
limiting value calculating map shown in FIG. 25. Based on 
fluctuation range W obtained by subtracting the minimum 
value from the maximum value of the left and right wheel 
rotation speed differences AVwR(n) to AVwR(n-m-1). 
Then, the processing proceeds to step S76 to determine that 
either of the calculated wheel rotation speed limiting value 
Limw2 or the wheel rotation speed limiting value limw cal 
culated in FIG. 16 that is smaller is adopted as a wheel 
rotation speed limiting value Limw. The wheel rotation speed 
limiting value Limw is output to the limiting value selecting 
part 40e, then the time interrupt process is terminated, and 
returns to the main program. 
0320 When the determined result at step S74 shows that 
the left and right wheel rotation speed difference AVwR is not 
changed, it is determined that each left and right wheel rota 
tion speed VwFL to VwRR is normal, and the processing 
proceeds to step S77. A maximum value Limw2max which 
does not limit an control output i.e. the gain doubling com 
mand Iref24 as a wheel rotation speed limiting value Limw2 
is set, and then the processing proceeds to step S76. 
0321) Moreover, when the determined result at step S73 
shows that the left and right wheel rotation speed difference 
AVwR of the front wheels is not substantially constant and is 
varying, the processing proceeds to step S78. It is determined 
whether or not the left and right wheel rotation speed differ 
ence AVwR(n) to AVwR(n-m-1) is substantially constant. If 
the left and right wheel rotation speed difference AVwR of the 
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rear wheels is varied, then it is determined that each of the 
wheel rotation speed VwfL to VwRR is normal, and the 
processing proceeds to step S77. Otherwise, if the left and 
right wheel rotation speed difference AVwR is substantially 
constant, it is determined that the rotation speeds VwfL to 
VwRR of the front wheels are erroneous, and the processing 
proceeds to step S79. 
0322. At step S79, the wheel rotation speed limiting value 
Limw2 is calculated, by referring to the wheel rotation speed 
limiting value calculating map shown in FIG.25, based on the 
fluctuation range W obtained by subtracting the minimum 
value from the maximum value of the left and right wheel 
rotation speed difference AV wP(n) to AVwF(n-m-1), and 
then the processing proceeds to step S76. 
0323. In this manner, according to the second embodi 
ment, since an error in the wheel rotation speeds VwfL to 
VwRR are detected based on the motor angle 0, in addition to 
the operation and effect exerted by the aforementioned first 
embodiment, it enables detection of the error in the wheel 
rotation torque speeds VwFL to VwRR with accuracy. 
0324 incidentally, while in the second embodiment, an 
explanation is made as to the case where the motor angle 
detected by the motor angle signal sensor 200 is used as the 
motor angle 0, not limited thereto, a motor angle sensor may 
be provided to calculate the motor angle 0 by differentiating 
the motor angular Velocity () detected by the motor angle 
sensor, is detected a motor reverse electromotive Voltage of 
the electric motor 12 to calculate a motor angular Velocity 
based on the detected motor reverse electromotive voltage, 
and to calculate the motor angle 0 by differentiating the 
calculated angular Velocity. 
0325 Further, since in the second embodiment, the motor 
angle 0 is input to the control output limiting value calculating 
part 40, a motor angle variation A0 per unit time of the motor 
angle 0 may be calculated to use in the calculating operations 
shown in FIG. 15 and FIG. 16 in place of the motor angular 
Velocity (). 
0326. An explanation will then be made to a third embodi 
ment of the present invention referring to FIG. 26. 
0327. In the third embodiment, the embodiment aims at 
improving estimation accuracy of the self-aligning torque 
estimation value SAT based on the four-wheel rotation speed 
and the motor angle. 
0328 Namely, in the third embodiment, although the third 
embodiment has the same system configuration as the second 
embodiment, a self-aligning torque estimation selecting pro 
cessing will be executed, by the self-aligning torque estimat 
ing part 32A shown in FIG. 26. 
0329. The self-aligning torque estimation value selecting 
processing is executed as a timerinterrupt process invoked for 
every preset time (e.g. 10 msec). First, at step S81, the self 
aligning estimation value SAT (n) output from the phase 
correction part 331 and the motor angle (0) detected by the 
motor angle signal sensor 200. Then, the processing proceeds 
to step S82. 
0330. At step S82, the determination is made on whether 
or not the self-aligning estimation value SAT is abruptly 
changed. The judgment is made by Subtracting the self-align 
ing torque estimation value SAT(n-1) read at the previous 
processing from the self-aligning torque estimation value 
SAT(n) read this time to find a self-aligning variation ASAT to 
thereby determine whether or not the absolute value of the 
found self-aligning torque variation ASAT is more than a 
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threshold ASATs which is used for determining a sudden 
change of the preset self-aligning estimation value SAT. 
0331 When the determining result at step S82 shows that 
there is a relation of ASATsASATs, judging that the self 
aligning torque estimation value SAT is suddenly changed, 
and the processing proceeds to step S83. At step S83, the 
self-aligning torque estimation value SAT (n) output from the 
phase correction part 331 is output as it is as the self-aligning 
torque estimation value SAT to the gain adjusting part 32B. 
0332. On the other hand, when the determined result at 
step S82 shows that there is a relationship of ASAT|>ASATs, 
judging that the self-aligning torque estimation value SAT (n) 
is Suddenly changed, and the processing proceeds to step S84. 
At step S81, the motor angle variation A0 is calculated by 
Subtracting the motor angle 0(n-1) read at the previous pro 
cessing from the motor angle 0(n) read, and it is determined 
whether or not the calculated motor angle variation A0 
exceeds the preset threshold A0s. 
0333. If the determined result at step S84 shows that there 

is a relationship satisfying A020s, it is determined that the 
motor angle variation A0 is Small, the self-aligning torque 
estimation value SAT is not suddenly changed due to an error 
of the wheel rotation speeds VwFL to VwRR, and the pro 
cessing proceeds to step S83. If there is a relationship satis 
fying A0>A0s, it is determined that the self-aligning torque 
estimation value SAT is Suddenly changed, the motor angular 
Velocity A0 is large, and an error is occurring in any of the 
wheel rotation speeds VwFL to VwRR, and the processing 
proceeds to step S85. 
0334. At step S85, the self-aligning torque estimation 
value SAT(n-1) at the time of previous processing is output as 
the self-aligning torque estimation value SAT to the gain 
adjusting part 32B instead of the self-aligning torque estima 
tion value SAT (n) output from the phase correction part 331. 
0335. According to the third embodiment, when the self 
aligning torque estimation value SAT output from the phase 
correction part 331 of the self-aligning torque estimating part 
32A is suddenly changed, if the absolute value of the motor 
angle variation A0 during this period is Smaller than the 
threshold A0s, it is determined that an erroris not occurring in 
the wheel rotation speeds VwFL to VwRR and the self-align 
ing torque estimation value SAT output from the phase cor 
rection part 331 is output as it is to the gain adjusting part32B. 
Calculation of the second steering assist torque command 
Iref2 by the self-aligning torque estimation value STA is 
continued. 
0336. However, when the self-aligning torque estimation 
value SAT output from the phase correction part 331 of the 
self-aligning torque estimating part 32A is suddenly changed, 
if the absolute value of the motor angle variation A0 during 
this period is larger than the threshold A0s, it is determined 
that an error is occurring in the wheel rotation speeds VwFL 
to VwRR, and the self-aligning torque estimation value SAT 
(n-1) read at the previous processing is output to the gain 
adjusting part 32B instead of the self-aligning torque estima 
tion value SAT (n). Accordingly, the rotation speed of the 
electric motor 12 can be calculated so as not to be affected due 
to the occurrence of an error in any of the wheel rotation 
speeds VwFL to VwFR. 
0337 For that account, the present invention securely pre 
vents the occurrence of a control error due to an error estima 
tion of the self-aligning torque estimation value SAT by the 
self-aligning torque estimating part 32A, thereby improving 
self-aligning estimation accuracy. 
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0338 Alternatively, even in the third embodiment, the 
motor angle 0 is not necessarily limited to the case where the 
motor angle 0 detected by the motor angle sensor Such as a 
resolver may be used, an integrated value obtained from the 
motor angular Velocity or the reverse electromotive Voltage 
may be used. 

INDUSTRIALAVAILABILITY 

0339. There is provided an electric power steering device. 
When an error occurring at a steering torque detecting unit is 
detected, an accurate torque detection value is obtained in 
consideration of the road Surface situations based upon the 
wheel rotation speeds. Even after the steering torque detect 
ing unit has an error, a steering assist control can be continued 
without giving an uncomfortable feeling to a driver. When an 
error occurs at the wheel rotation speed, it is possible to 
prevent an occurrence of self-steer or control error output. 

REFERENCE SIGNS LIST 

0340 SM: steering mechanism 
0341 1: steering wheel 
0342 2: steering shaft 
(0343 2a: input shaft 
0344) 2b: output shaft 
0345 3: steering column 
0346 4, 6: universal joint 
0347 5: intermediate shaft 
0348 8: steering gear mechanism 
0349 9: tie rod 
0350 WL, WR: steering wheel 
0351) 10: steering assist mechanism 
0352) 11: decelerating mechanism 
0353) 12: electric motor 
0354) 14: steering torque sensor 
0355) 15: controller 
0356) 16: vehicle speed sensor 
0357 17: rotation angle sensor 
0358) 18, 18L, 18R: wheel rotation speed sensor 
0359 20: rotation information calculating part 
0360 201: motor angular velocity calculating part 
0361) 212: motor angular acceleration calculating part 
0362) 21: steering assist torque command calculating 
part 

0363) 22: command calculating part 
0364) 23: current limiting part 
0365. 24: motor driving circuit 
0366 31: first steering assist torque command calculat 
ing part 

0367 311: torque command calculating part 
0368 312: phase compensating part 
0369 313: center responsiveness improving part 
0370 314: adder 
0371 32: second steering assist torque command cal 
culating part 

0372 32A: self-aligning torque estimating part 
0373 32B: gain adjusting part 
0374 32C: torque limiting part 
0375 321: vehicle sideslip angle estimating part 
0376 322: angle variation calculating part 
0377 323: amplifier 
0378 324: adder 
0379 325: self-adjusting torque calculating part 
0380 326: amplifier 
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0381 327: adder 
0382 328: low pass filter 
0383 329: adder 
0384) 330; average value calculating part 
(0385) 331: phase correction part 
(0386 33: torque sensor error detecting part 
(0387 34: command selecting part 
0388 36: steering state gain adjusting part 
0389. 37: vehicle speed sensitive gain adjusting part 
0390 38: self-aligning torque again adjusting part 
0391 38A: self-aligning torque gain setting part 
0392) 38B: gain multiplying part 
0393 39: driving wheel slip gain adjusting part 
0394 40: control output limiting value calculating part 
0395 40a: wheel rotation steep error detecting part 
0396 40b: wheel rotation speed control value calculat 
ing part 

0397 40c: vehicle speed limiting value calculating part 
0398 40d: motor angular velocity limiting value calcu 
lating part 

0399 40e: limiting value selecting part 
(0400 41: limiter 
0401 43: convergence compensating part 
0402) 44: inertia compensating part 
0403 45, 46: adder 
1. An electric power steering apparatus comprising: 
a steering torque detecting unit for detecting a steering 

torque input to a steering mechanism; 
a first torque command calculating unit for calculating a 

first torque command based on the steering torque 
detected by the steering torque detecting unit; 

an electric motor for generating a steering assist torque to 
be supplied o the steering mechanism; 

a torque detecting unit error detecting unit for detecting 
error of the steering torque detecting unit; 

a wheel rotation speed detecting unit for detecting a wheel 
rotation speed of a vehicle: 

a motor rotation information detecting unit for detecting 
motor rotation information of the electric motor; 

a second torque command calculating unit for calculating a 
second torque command based on the wheel rotation 
speed detected by the wheel rotation speed detecting 
unit; 

an emergency switching unit for selecting the first torque 
command, when an error of the torque detecting unit is 
not detected by the torque detecting unit error detecting 
unit, and for selecting the second torque command cal 
culating unit, when an error of the torque detecting unit 
is detected by the torque detecting unit error detecting 
unit; 

a motor control unit for drive controlling the electric motor 
based on the torque command selected by the emergency 
Switching unit: 

a wheel rotation speed error detecting unit for detecting an 
error of the wheel rotation speed based on at least one of 
the wheel rotation speed detected by the wheel rotation 
speed detecting unit, the steering torque detected when 
the steering torque detecting unit is normal, and the 
motor rotation information detected by the motor rota 
tion information detecting unit; and 

an emergency command limiting unit for limiting the sec 
ond torque command when the second torque command 
is selected by the emergency switching unit, where the 
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error of the wheel rotation speed is detected by the wheel 
rotation speed error detecting unit. 

2. The electric power steering apparatus according to claim 
1, wherein when the second torque command calculating unit 
is selected instead of the first torque command calculating 
unit, the emergency switching unit gradually changes a com 
mand from the first torque command to the second torque 
command. 

3. The electric power steering apparatus according to claim 
1, wherein the second torque command calculating unit com 
prises a self-aligning torque estimating unit for estimating a 
self-aligning torque transmitted from a road surface to the 
steering mechanism based on the wheel rotation speed, and 
calculates the second torque command based on the self 
aligning torque estimated by the self-aligning torque estimat 
ing unit. 

4. The electric power steering apparatus according to claim 
3, wherein when the second torque command calculating unit 
is selected instead of the first torque command calculating 
unit, the emergency switching unit gradually changes a com 
mand from the first torque command to the second torque 
command. 

5. An electric power steering apparatus comprising: 
a steering torque detecting unit for detecting a steering 

torque input to a steering mechanism; 
a first torque command calculating unit for calculating a 

first torque command based on the steering torque 
detected by the steering torque detecting unit; 

an electric motor for generating a steering assist torque to 
be supplied o the steering mechanism; 

a torque detecting unit error detecting unit for detecting 
error of the steering torque detecting unit; 

a wheel rotation speed detecting unit for detecting a wheel 
rotation speed of a vehicle: 

a motor rotation information detecting unit for detecting 
motor rotation information of the electric motor; 

a second torque command calculating unit for calculating a 
second torque command based on the wheel rotation 
speed detected by the wheel rotation speed detecting 
unit; 

an emergency switching unit for selecting the first torque 
command, when an error of the torque detecting unit is 
not detected by the torque detecting unit error detecting 
unit, and for selecting the second torque command cal 
culating unit, when an error of the torque detecting unit 
is detected by the torque detecting unit error detecting 
unit; 

a motor control unit for drive controlling the electric motor 
based on the torque command selected by the emergency 
Switching unit: 

a wheel rotation speed error detecting unit for detecting an 
error of the wheel rotation speed based on at least one of 
the wheel rotation speed detected by the wheel rotation 
speed detecting unit, the steering torque detected when 
the steering torque detecting unit is normal, and the 
motor rotation information detected by the motor rota 
tion information detecting unit; and 

an emergency command limiting unit for limiting the sec 
ond torque command when the second torque command 
is selected by the emergency switching unit, where the 
error of the wheel rotation speed is detected by the wheel 
rotation speed error detecting unit, 

wherein the second torque command calculating unit com 
prises a self-aligning torque estimating unit for estimat 
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ing a self-aligning torque transmitted from a road Sur 
face side to the steering mechanism based on the wheel 
rotation speed, and again adjusting unit for calculating 
the second torque command by multiplying gain with 
the self-aligning torque estimated by the self aligning 
torque estimating unit. 

6. The electric power steering apparatus according to claim 
5, wherein the gain adjusting unit determines whether in 
which steering states a vehicle is among a wheel over-turning 
sate, a wheel turning-back State, and a wheel holding state 
based on either of the vehicle speed calculated based on the 
motor rotation information detected by the motor rotation 
information detecting unit and the self-aligning torque esti 
mated by the self-aligning torque estimating unit, and 

wherein the gain adjusting unit comprises at least one of a 
steering State gain adjusting unit for adjusting steering 
state sensitive gain based on the determined result of the 
steering, a vehicle speed gain adjusting unit for adjusting 
a vehicle speed sensitive gain based on either of the 
vehicle speed calculated based on the wheel rotation 
speed detected by the wheel rotation speed detecting 
unit or the vehicle speed detected by the vehicle speed 
detecting unit, a self-aligning torque gain adjusting unit 
for adjusting the self-aligning torque gain on the basis of 
a deviation between the motor rotation information 
detected by the motor rotation information detecting 
unit and the vehicle rotation speed detected by the wheel 
rotation speed detecting unit, and the self-aligning 
torque estimating value estimated by the self-aligning 
torque estimating unit, and a driving wheel slip gain 
adjusting unit for estimating a driving wheel slip state 
based on the wheel rotation speed detected by the wheel 
rotation speed detecting unit, and for adjusting driving 
wheel slip sensitive gain based on the estimated driving 
wheel slip state. 

7. The electric power steering apparatus according to claim 
6, wherein when the second torque command calculating unit 
is selected instead of the first torque command calculating 
unit, the emergency Switching unit gradually changes a com 
mand from the first torque command to the second torque 
command. 

8. An electric power steering apparatus comprising: 
a steering torque detecting unit for detecting a steering 

torque input to a steering mechanism; 
a first torque command calculating unit for calculating a 

first torque command based on the steering torque 
detected by the steering torque detecting unit; 

an electric motor for generating a steering assist torque to 
be supplied to the steering mechanism; 

a torque detecting unit error detecting unit for detecting 
error of the steering torque detecting unit; 

a wheel rotation speed detecting unit for detecting a wheel 
rotation speed of a vehicle: 

a motor rotation information detecting unit for detecting 
motor rotation information of the electric motor; 

a second torque command calculating unit for calculating a 
second torque command based on the wheel rotation 
speed detected by the wheel rotation speed detecting 
unit; 

an emergency switching unit for selecting the first torque 
command, when an error of the torque detecting unit is 
not detected by the torque detecting unit error detecting 
unit, and for selecting the second torque command cal 
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culating unit, when an error of the torque detecting unit 
is detected by the torque detecting unit error detecting 
unit; 

a motor control unit for drive controlling the electric motor 
based on the torque command selected by the emergency 
Switching unit; 

a wheel rotation speed error detecting unit for detecting an 
error of the wheel rotation speed based on at least one of 
the wheel rotation speed detected by the wheel rotation 
speed detecting unit, the steering torque detected when 
the steering torque detecting unit is normal, and the 
motor rotation information detected by the motor rota 
tion information detecting unit; and 

an emergency command limiting unit for limiting the sec 
ond torque command when the second torque command 
is selected by the emergency switching unit, where the 
error of the wheel rotation speed is detected by the wheel 
rotation speed error detecting unit, 

wherein the second torque command calculating unit com 
prises a self-aligning torque estimating unit for estimat 
ing a self-aligning torque transmitted from a road Sur 
face side to the steering mechanism based on the wheel 
rotation speed, again adjusting unit for calculating the 
second torque command by multiplying gain with the 
self-aligning torque estimated by the self-aligning 
torque estimating unit, and a torque control unit for 
limiting the second torque command calculated by the 
gain adjusting unit on the basis at least on either of a 
vehicle speed calculated based on the wheel rotation 
speed detected by the wheel rotation speed detecting 
unit or a vehicle speed detected by the vehicle speed 
detecting unit, and a motor angular Velocity calculated 
by the motor angular Velocity calculating unit. 

9. The electric power steering apparatus according to claim 
8, wherein the gain adjusting unit determines whether in 
which steering states a vehicle is among a wheel over-turning 
sate, a wheel turning-back State, and a wheel holding state 
based on either of the vehicle speed calculated based on the 
motor rotation information detected by the motor rotation 
information detecting unit and the self-aligning torque esti 
mated by the self-aligning torque estimating unit, and 

wherein the gain adjusting unit comprises at least one of a 
steering State gain adjusting unit for adjusting steering 
state sensitive gain based on the determined result of the 
steering, a vehicle speed gain adjusting unit for adjusting 
vehicle speed sensitive gain based on either of the 
vehicle speed calculated based on the wheel rotation 
speed detected by the wheel rotation speed detecting 
unit or the vehicle speed detected by the vehicle speed 
detecting unit, a self-aligning torque gain adjusting unit 
for adjusting the self-aligning torque gain on the basis of 
a deviation between the motor rotation information 
detected by the motor rotation information detecting 
unit and the vehicle rotation speed detected by the wheel 
rotation speed detecting unit, and the self-aligning 
torque estimating value estimated by the self-aligning 
torque estimating unit, and a driving wheel slip gain 
adjusting unit for estimating a driving wheel slip state 
based on the wheel rotation speed detected by the wheel 
rotation speed detecting unit, and for adjusting driving 
wheel slip sensitive gain based on the estimated driving 
wheel slip state. 

10. The electric power Steering apparatus according to 
claim 9, wherein when the second torque command calculat 
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ing unit is selected instead of the first torque command cal 
culating unit, the emergency switching unit gradually 
changes a command from the first torque command to the 
second torque command. 

11. The electric power steering apparatus according to 
claim 1, wherein when the error of the wheel rotation speed is 
detected, the emergency command limiting unit stops an out 
put of the second torque command when the second torque 
command calculating unit is selected. 

12. The electric power steering apparatus according to 
claim 1, wherein where the error of the wheel rotation speed 
is detected when the second torque command calculating unit 
is selected, the emergency command limiting unit limits the 
second torque command based on a left and right wheel 
rotation speed difference obtained by detecting the second 
torque command by the wheel rotation speed detecting unit. 

13. The electric power steering apparatus according to of 
claim 1, wherein where the error of the wheel rotation speed 
is detected, when the second torque command calculating 
unit is selected, the emergency command limiting unit sets, as 
a second torque commend, the second torque command 
before the error is detected. 

14. The electric power steering apparatus according to 
claim3, wherein the self-aligning torque estimating unit com 
prises a vehicle sideslip angle estimating unit for estimating a 
wheel sideslip angle based on the wheel rotation speed, and 
estimates the self-aligning torque based on the vehicle side 
slip angle estimated by the vehicle sideslip angle estimating 
unit. 

15. The electric power steering apparatus according to 
claim 14, wherein the vehicle sideslip angle estimating unit 
estimates the vehicle sideslip angle based on the wheel rota 
tion speed and to correct the estimated sideslip angle based on 
the motor rotation information detected by the motor rotation 
information detecting unit. 

16. The electric power steering apparatus according to 
claim 14, wherein when the error of the wheel rotation speed 
is detected, the emergency command limiting unit stops an 
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output of the second torque command when the second torque 
command calculating unit is selected. 

17. The electric power Steering apparatus according to 
claim 14, wherein where the error of the wheel rotation speed 
is detected when the second torque command calculating unit 
is selected, the emergency command limiting unit limits the 
second torque command based on a left and right wheel 
rotation speed difference obtained by detecting the second 
torque command by the wheel rotation speed detecting unit. 

18. The electric power Steering apparatus according to 
claim 14, wherein where the error of the wheel rotation speed 
is detected, when the second torque command calculating 
unit is selected, the emergency command limiting unit sets, as 
a second torque commend, the second torque command 
before the error is detected. 

19. The electric power Steering apparatus according to 
claim3, wherein the self-aligning torque estimating unit esti 
mates the self-aligning torque based on the wheel rotation 
speed and the motor rotation information detected by the 
motor rotation information detecting unit. 

20. The electric power steering apparatus according to 
claim 19, wherein when an error of the wheel rotation speed 
is detected, the emergency command limiting unit stops an 
output of the second torque command when the second torque 
command calculating unit is selected. 

21. The electric power steering apparatus according to 
claim 19, wherein where the error of the wheel rotation speed 
is detected when the second torque command calculating unit 
is selected, the emergency command limiting unit limits the 
second torque command based on a left and right wheel 
rotation speed difference obtained by detecting the second 
torque command by the wheel rotation speed detecting unit. 

22. The electric power steering apparatus according to 
claim 19, wherein where the error of the wheel rotation speed 
is detected, when the second torque command calculating 
unit is selected, the emergency command limiting unit sets, as 
a second torque commend, the second torque command 
before the error is detected. 
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